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ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O.
1998, c. 15 (Schedule B);
AND IN THE MATTER OF an appeal under section 7 of the
Omar°io Ener~ry Board Act, 1998 of an Order of the Board
Registrar in EB-2016-0017, regarding an application for leave to
construct by Sagatay `iransmission LP.

NOTICE OF APPEAL
June 9,2017

1.

The Appellant, Sagatay Transmission LP ("Sagatay"), appeals under section 7 of the
Ontario Ener~ry Board Act, 1998 (the "Act") from the O~~der (the "Order") of the
Registrar of the Ontario Energy Board (the "Board") made and issued May 25, 2017 in
EB-2016-00171 dismissing Sagatay's Application for Leave to Construct the Pickle Lake
Transmission Line (the "Application").~

Schedule "A"
~ Tom Brett's email to the Registrar of May 25, 2017 (attached as Schedule "B"), which was sent at l 1:29 a,m.
before the Order was sent to Sagatay at 5:07 p.m., shows that the Registrar made the Order under section 6(1) of the
Act.

~'
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Overview of Sa~atav's Grounds of Appeal

2.

The reasons for the Order are set out in the Registrar's letters of November 2, 20163 and
May 16, 2017 (collectively, the "Reasons"). Sagatay submits that these Reasons show
that the Registrar made errors of fact and law, including the following:

(a)

The Registrar erred in her interpretation and application of section 97.1 of the Act
(on which the "dismissal of Sagatay's application is ~;roundedi4)by applying the
wrong test. Instead of determining whether the licence held by Wataynikaneyap
Power LP ("Wataynikaneyap Power") includes an obligation to develop "the
line...that is the subject of the application" for leave to construct made by Sagatay
as required by the clear language of section 97.1, the Registrar concluded that the
two lines are "functionally equivalent".

(b)

The Registrar erred in relying on functional equivalence in making the Order
under section 97.1 of the Act when this section makes no mention of this phrase
or concept.

(c)

In any case, the Registrar erred and misapprehended the facts by concluding that
the two lines are "functionally equivalent" despite the numerous material
differences between them.

(d)

The Registrar exceeded her jurisdiction and erred in dismissing Sagatay's
Application in a manner that is contrary to the Board's policy as reflected in the

3 Schedules "C" and "D", respectively
4 Registrar's letter of May 16, 2017
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Board's electricity objectives in section 1(1) of the Act, on a matter which, in the
public interest, should more properly be dealt with the by Board itself.

3.

Further, the Registrar breached the principles of procedural fairness and its own Rules of
Practice and Procedure by failing to provide Sagatay with any meaningful opportunity to
respond fully and fairly to the conclusion tlae Board had made by November 2, 2016 that
the two lines are "functionally equivalent". While the Registrar offered Sagatay an
opportunity to file written submissions within 12 days (later extended to 19 days) to her
November 2, 2016 letter, she did not provide Sagatay with any (a) authority for importing
the fu~lctional equivalence test into section 97.1, (b) explanation of the meaning of
functionally equivalent and (c) support for the conclusion made by the Board nn
November 2"d that the two lines are functionally equivalent.

Relief Sought

4.

In accordance with section 7(4) of the Act, Sagatay requests:

(a)

an order cancelling the Registrar's Order and allowing Sagatay's Application to
proceed; and

(b)

if necessary, an order staying the Order of the Registrar.

The Statutory Framework for this Appeal

5.

The Registrar is an employee of the Board. The Registrar has delegated authority from
the Board's management committee to make certain decisions pursuant to section 6(1) of

~
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the Act. However, these guidelines and/or delegated authorities are internal Board
documents, not in the public domain.

6.

Section 7(1) of the Act provides that:

"A person directly affected by an o~~der made by an efnployee ~f the 13our~d
pursuant to secCion 6 may, ~~ithin 15 days after° Neceiving notice of the order°,
appeal the order to the Board."

7.

Sagatay is directly affected by the Order and this appeal is filed timely. Moreover,
Sagatay nnade submissions to the Registrar on November 28, 2016, thereby preserving
the right to appeal the Registrar's decision, after receiving a letter from the Registrar on
November 2, 2016, in which she stated that the Board intended to dismiss Sagatay's
Application.

8.

Section 7(3) of the Act provides that the parties to the appeal are the applicant, the
appellant (in this case, the same party), the employee who made the order, and any othex•
party added by the Board.

9.

Section 7(4) states that, on appeal, the Board may confirm, vary or cancel the order. As
noted above, we would ask the Board to cancel the Order.

10.

Section 7(5) provides that an appeal does not stay the order of the employee unless the
Board orders otherwise.

1 1.

While neither the Act nor the Board's Rules of Practice and Procedure state the grounds
on which the Applicant can appeal the Order, Sagatay submits that Board has jurisdiction
to cancel the Order under section 7(4) of the Act where the Registrar has, in making the
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Order, made errors of fact or law, breached the principles oi' procedural fairness or
exceeded her jurisdiction,

Background to the Appeal

12.

Sagatay, the project sponsor, is a limited partnership in which Algonquin Power and
Utilities Corp ("APUC"), the Mishkeegogamang6rst Nation, the Ojibway Nation of the
Saugeen and Morgan Geare have an interest.

APUC is a large diversified energy

corporation, active in both Canada and the United States, and listed on the Toronto Stock
Exchange.

13.

Sagatay filed its Application on January 12, 2016. The Board acknowledged receipt of
the Application, and assigned a file number on January 26, 2016. The Sa~;atay project
consists of an approximately 30Q kilometer transmission line, associated switcJling
stations, a 230/115 kV auto-transformer, and ancillary equipment. The line originates at
the Sagatay switching station, adjacent to Hydro One Networks Inc.'s ("HONI")230 kV
line 26A just south of Ignace, Ontario, and ends at the Sagatay auto-transformer station in
Pickle Lake, adjacent to HONI Transmission's 11S kV EIC transmission line. The line
will follow, and be largely adjacent to Highway 599, from Ignace to Pickle Lake. The
Board has copies of Sa~;atay's Leave to Construct application on file.

It contains

approximately 1,245 pages.

14.

On February 28, 2016, the Registrar wrote Sagatay that its application was being "held in
abeyance" pending the filing of the System Impact Assessment ("SIA"), prepared by the
Independent Electricity System Operator ("IPSO"), and the Customer Impact
Assessment ("CIA"), to be prepared by HONI. The applicant understood that the two
`
E <~
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studies were to be completed by February 2016, but the Registrar stated that she
understood that the reports would be completed in April or May of 2016. In fact, the
IESO did not complete the SIA until June 28, 2p16, and the applicant receiv~;d copies oi'
the two documents shortly thereafter (the CIA was attached to the SIA). It appears t11at
the IESO did not send the SIA to the Board directly on .Tune 28, 2016. 'The applicant,
believing that the IESO had done so, did not file the SIA/CIA with the Board at that time.
The SIA granted Conditional Approval to the proposed transmission line.

1 S.

On July 1, 2016, section 97.1 and section 28.6(1) of the Act came into force.

Section 97.l of the Act states that:

"No leave ifcovered by licence
97.1 (1) In an application under section 92, leave shall not be ~r~anted to c~ person
if a licence issued under Part V that is held by another° person includes an
obligation to develop, construct; expand o~ reinfor^ce the line, or nzuke the
inteNconnection, that is the subjecl~ ~fthe application. 2016, c. 10, Schell. 2, s. I6.
Transition
(
2) F'o~ greater certainty, an application made, but not determined, befo~~e the day
section 16 ofSchedule 2 to the Energy Statute Law Amendment Act; 2016 comes
intoforce, is subject to subsection (1). 2016, c. 10, Scher' 2, s. 16. "

Section 28.6(1) provides that:

"The Minister may issue, and the Board shall implement dif°ectives, c~ppr•oved by
the Lieutenant Governor° in Council, requiring the Board to take such steps as crre
specified in the diNective relating to the const~~uction, expansion o~ f~eenforcement of'transmission systems. 2016, c. 10, Schell. 2, .r. 14."
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16.

Pursuant to section 28.6(1) of the Act, on July 29, 2016, the Minister (with the approval
of the Lieutenant Governor in Council ("LGIC")), issued a directive to the Board (the
"Directive") to amend the electricity transmission licence previously issued to
Wataynikaneyap Power to require it to develop and seek approval for the following
transmission project:

"(a)

(b)

17.

Anew 230 kV line originating al a point between Ignaee anc~ Dryden crud
terminating in Pickle Lake. The development ofthis line is to accord ~~ith
the scope recornmenc~ed by the Independent Electricity System (~pera/or°
(
IESO); and
Ti°ansmission lines extending north ,from Red Lake and Pickle Lake
required to connect certain named remote First Nation communities to the
provincial electricity grid. The development of these lines is to accord
with the scope supported by the IESO."

On November 3, 2016, the Registrar wrote to Sagatay advising that in light of the
Directive and the coming into force of section 97.1 of the Act, "the OEB therefore
intends to dismiss your application."

18.

In that letter, the Registrar described the Board's rationale in these terms:

"The OEB has concluded that this section [97.1 of the Act precludes the OEI3
from granting your application for leave to construct, as the transmission line
proposed in your application is,functionall~equiv~rlent t~o the ne~~ line to Pickle
Lake that Watayniluzneyap Power is ~°equired by its licence t~o develop (Sagatay's
emphasis)."
19.

'The Kegistrar did not define the term "functionally equivalent", nor did she state how
Sagatay's proposed transmission line is "functionally equivalent" to Wataynikaneyap
Power's proposal. On November 2, 2016 and as of the date of this Notice of Appeal,
Wataynikaneyap Power has still not filed a leave to construct application. However,

~:
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Schedule "I" shows that Wataynikaneyap Power's preferred route is not along ~ lighway
599.

20.

On November 18, 2016, Sa~;atay filed written submissions in response to the Registrar's
November 2, 2016 letter in which it requested that the Board not dismiss its Applications

21.

Sagatay's written submissions included the I'ollowin~; points:

•

Sagatay's proposed line is not "functionally equivalent" to the line being proposed by
Wataynikaneyap Power. Sagatay was not able to address that issue in any depth because,
in her November 2016 letter, the Registrar had not explained what she meant by the
phrase, and how it applied in these circumstances. However, Sagatay did state that:

"In our client's view, Sagatay's pi°oposed line is not "firnctioncrlly
equivalent" to the Wat~aynikaneyap Po~~e~~'s line in seveNal respects. In.
assessing whether one line is functionally equivalent to anothe~~, it is not
enough to say that both lines will transmid power ,front the por°tion of
circuit D26A between Dryden and Ignace to Pr'ckle I.,ake. Attention must
also be paid, inter alia, to the constructability of the t~~o lines, the two
lines' envzronmental impacts, their respective costs, and their impact on
First Nations' lands and rights in the area bet~~een circuit D26A and
Pzckle Lake, as well as First Nations led land use planning effa~ts under
the Faf• North Act."

•

The traditional territories of the two First Nations that are partners in the Sagatay
proposed Pickle Lake line, being the Mishkeegogamang First Nation and the Ojibway
Nation of the Saugeen, are impacted by Wataynikaneyap Power's proposed route.
Wataynikaneyap Power's preliminary proposed route for its line to Pickle Lake is the
green line on a map of the region, shown at Schedule "I". The map is taken from the

5 Sagatay's Submissions dated November 18, 2016, Schedule "H"

~ ~~ ~~
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Wataynikaneyap Power website. It starts at Dinorwic and runs in anorth-easterly
direction to Pickle Lake.

It traverses lands which are historical lands of the

Mishkeegogamang and Ojibway Nation of the Saugeen First Nations, which are also the
homeland of the Woodland Caribou.

The Mishkeegogamang First Nation and the

Ojibway Nation of the Saugeen are opposed to that route, in part because they believe it
would lead to the decimation of the endangered Woodland Caribou, and would atherwisc
disrupt the wildlife and environment. Sagatay's Leave to Construct application contains
two studies (Exhibits 29 and 30) which document the impact of Wataynikaneyap Power's
line on the Woodland Caribou. A letter from the Chiefs of the Mishkeego~amang First
Nation and the Ojibway Nation of the Saugeen to Canada's Minister of Indigenous and
Northern Affairs confirms that Wataynikaneyap Power's preferred route crosses the
historical lands of the two First Nations.

•

In contrast, Sagatay's proposed route will follow Highway 599 from Ignace to Pickle
Lake, adjacent to the existing right of way, which will reduce the costs and envirozlmental
impacts of the construction, maintenance, and repair of the line.

rl,his route has

accessibility by road. There is also an existing electricity line along this route which
needs maintenance to support the current needs of the Mishkeegogamang First Nation
and the Ojibway Nation of the Sau~;een communities, and other comnnunities between
Ignace and Pickle Lake, so upgrading the service makes sense. However, Schedule "I"
shows that Wataynikaneyap Power's preferred route is not along Highway 599.

~ Schedule "J"

(= ~
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•

The dismissal of Sagatay's line would compromise commercial discussions that Sagatay
was having with Wataynikaneyap Power with respect to the two proposed lines.

•

Sagatay held (and still holds) a Transmission Licence which was issued on February 25,
2016 [EB-2016-0016].

•

Dismissal of the Sagatay application would remove one of two competitors to build a line
to service Pickle Lake and the surrounding region, and to establish one base for extending
lines to remote First Nations farther north, and thereby would run counter to tl~e policy
expressed in section 1(1)2 of the Act to:

'~~^omote economic efficiency anc~ cost ~ffectivei~ess in the ~>enercrlioi~,
transmission, distribution, sale and demand management ofelectricity... ".

22.

The Registrar wrote a second letter to Sagatay on May 16, 2U17~ stating that "the
dismissal of Sagatay's application is grounded in section 97.1 of the OEB Act" and that
"it is reasonable for the OEB Board to dismiss Sagatay's Application at this time".

23.

In that letter, the Registrar restated the Board's view that Sagatay's proposed transmission
line is functionally equivalent to the line proposed by Wataynilcaneyap Power. The
Registrar stated that both the proposed "Pickle Lake lines" connect to HONI
Transmission's line somewhere between Dryden and Ignace, are approximately 300 km
in length, terminate at a point in Pickle Lake and address a need identified in the IF,SO's
2015 North of Dryden Integrated Resource Plan.

Schedule "D"

The Registrar's errors of fact and law

24.

According to the Reasons, the Order was grounded in section 97.1 of the Act, which
provides that Sa~;atay's "application under section 92... shall not be granted if a licence
issued [to Wataynikaneyap Power] includes an obligation to develop, construct, expand
or reinforce the line...that is the subject ofthe application"(emphasis added).

25.

Wataynikaneyap Power's proposed line is not the subject of Sagatay's Application. On
the contrary and as detailed below, Wataynikaneyap Power's proposed line is differ°ent~
from Sagatay's proposed line.

26.

The Registrar erred in her interpretation and application of section 97.1 of the Act.
Under section 97.1, the test is whether the line that Wataynikaneyap Power is obligated to
construct under its licence is the subject ofthe application made by Sagatay. 'the test is
not whether the two lines are "functionally equivalent".

27.

"1he Registrar departed from tl~e char language of section 97.1 of'the Act by importing as
the applicable test the concept of functional equivalence without citing any legal
authority for this test. The phrase is not found in the Act or its regulations or any Board
policy statement. Sagatay submits that there is no legal authority for the application of
the "functionally equivalent" test under section 97.1 of the Act:

28.

In any case, the concept of functional equivalence is a misnomer. It conflates two ideas function and equivalence —which should not be conflated. Equivalence is normally used
to mean "of equal value".

~ ~~
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29.

Further, as reflected in the Reasons, the Registrar compounded the error of applying the
wrong legal test under section 97.1 of the Act by misapprehending the facts.

30.

The function of any transmission line is to move high voltage electricity over some
distance.

All transmission lines have the same function; to move higher voltage

electricity over some distance. But "of equal value" can only be understood within a
specific context.

31.

The context in this case is connecting the remote First Nations north oP Red Lake and
Pickle Lake by lines starting in Red Lalce and Pickle Lake, and connecting Pickle Lal<e to
HONI's main east-west grid by a new transmission line that will enhance the service to
existing; customers south of and around Pickle Lalce and north of HONI's 230 kV system,
as well as provide a platform for extending service to that group of remote communities
which lie north of Pickle Lake.

32.

The lines proposed by Sagatay and Wataynikaneyap Power are not of equal value to the
First Nations, in the area between HONI's 230 kV line and Pickle Lake, namely the First
Nations include the Mishlceegogamang First Nation and the Ojibway Nation of the
Saugeen whose historical lands would be adversely impacted by the Wataynikaneyap
Power line. However, Schedule "I" shows that Wataynikancyap Power's prefer~•ed route
is not along I-3ighway 599.

33.

The lines are not of equal value to the existing customers of HONI wha will likely be
responsible to pay for the facility through the Uniform Transmission Rate. Sagatay's
proposed line has provided a firm estimate of costs (on a confidential basis), as part of its
Leave to Construct application. Wataynikaneyap Power has not yet filed an application
~ I~ ~: ~~ t_ 13

for leave to construct, so the Board has no idea at this time what its cost will be. Nor are
they of equal value to communities along the existing line between Ignace and Pickle
Lake in the area, due to Sagatay's ability to enhance the effectiveness of that service.

34.

The two proposals are not of equal value in their ability to preserve the habitat of the
endangered Woodland Caribou on the Mishkeegogamang First Nation and the Ojibway
Nation of the Saugeen traditional lands. This fact can be verified by the studies contained
in Sagatay's Application, identified above, and the Chiefs' letter contained in Schedule
..J..

35.

Sagatay's proposed line is consistent with the Community Land. Use Plan, developed in
2013 jointly by the Mishkeegogamang First Nation, and the Eabametoong (Fort IIope)
First Nations, pursuant to Ontario's 2010 Far North Act. The Terms of Reference for the
Plan process was signed by the Minister of Natural Resources of the Province of Ontario.
The Plan calls for the upgrading of existing infrastructure on the lands adjacent to
Highway 599 from Ignace to Pickle Lake. The Wataynikaneyap Power project is not
consistent with the Land Use Plan. Its route is through virgin woodlands, rather than
taking advantage cif proximity to an existing road and power line.

36.

The two lines are not of equal value to the region and the province in terms oi' their
constructability. Sagatay's Application demonstrates the necessary land control over
private lands required to construct its proposed line. The two proposals are not of equal
value to the First Nations who have reserves and traditional territories in the area between
Ignace and Dryden and Pickle Lake. The Wataynikaneyap Power proposed routes) will
traverse the traditional lands of the Mishkeegogamang first Nation and the Ojibway

~ (~ _
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Nation of the Saugeen, who have already stated their opposition to the line, in part on the
fact that it will impact virgin forest of their traditional lands, and further endanger the
Woodland Caribou. These facts are supported by the Chiefs' letter in Schedule "J".

37.

The two proposed lines have very different starting points, approximately eighty
kilometers apart, which makes their routes to Pickle Lake very different.

Whereas

Sagatay's proposed line starts near Ignace, Wataynikaneyap Power's preferred route staxts
at Dinorwic, a distance of about 80 kilometers northwest of Ignace (see Schedule "T").

38.

Finally, the transmission project for which t11e Minister has directed the Board to amend
Wataynikaneyap Power's licence to obligate Wataynikaneyap Power to develop and seek
approval for is much larger than the transmission project for which Sagatay seeks L~.ave
to Construct.

Wataynikaneyap Power's project includes not only a line connecting

HONI's main East-West transmission line to Pickle Lake but also (and this by far is the
largest part of the project) to develop and request approvals for lines running north from
both Pickle Lake and Red Lake to connect sixteen remote First Nations, half of whom are
north of Red Lake (see below). Red Lake is approximately 100 miles west of Pickle
Lake. Contrary to the Registrar's assertion in her May 17, 2017 letter, the prima~~y
purpose of that project is not to build a line to Pickle Lake.

39.

The Board considers the lines proposed by Wataynikaneyap Power to be one integrated
project. In its March 23, 2017 decision, the Board stated:

"7hese t~ransmissio~ prnjecl.s togethe~~ ,fog°m the Watayv~ikaneyap T~°an.smi.rsinn
Project (the Project)."(p2), and

8 Decision and Order• EB-2016-0262 Wataynikaneyap Power LP, p2,4, and Appendix A.

"The OEB recognizes that the Project is not being implemented in phases, but as
a .single pNoject. "(p4)

Accordingly, the Board established a single deferral account for qualified development
costs, as per Wataynikaneyap Power's request — Account No. 1508, entitled
"Wataynikaneyap Transmission Development Deferral Account".

40.

The two sets of lines connecting Pickle Lake and Red Lake to sixteen remote First
Nations makes Wataynikaneyap Power's project very different from Sagatay's project.
The amendment of Wataynilcaneyap Power's transmission licence on September 1, 2016,
pursuant to the Directive, co~ltains conditions which obligate Wataynikaneyap Power to
do the following related to an expansion of the transmission system to connect the
Remote Communities to the provincial electricity grid:

41.

"a)

Develop anc~ seek apps°ovals fog° a transmission line, ~~hich .shall he
composed ofcr new 230 kV line originating at a point between Ignace and
Dryden anc~ tern~i~alin~ in Pickle bake (the "line to Pickle bake"). The
development of Che Line to Pickle bake shall accord ~~ith the scope
recommended by the IESO.

)
b

Develop and seek approvals for the transmission lines extending north
,from Red Lake and Pickle Lake required to connect the Remote
Communities to the provincial electricity grid. The development of these
transmission lines shall accoNd with the scope supported by the IESO.

)
c

For the purposes of this paragNaph 13.1 and Schedule 1, the Refnote
Communities aNe: Sandy Lake, Poplar Hill, Deer Lake, North Spirit bake,
Kee-Way-Win, Kin~sher, Wawakapewin, Kasabonika Lake, Wunnumr'n,
Wapekeka, Kitchenuhmaykoosib lnninuwug, Bearskin Lake, Muskat I)am
Lake, Sachigo Lake, North Caribou Lake, anc~ Pikangikum."

The amendments to the licence were made pursuant to the Directive, which states as
follows:

('
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"1.

42.

The Board shall amend the conditions of 2472883 Ontario Limited orr
behalf of Wataynikaneyap Power LP'.s ("Wataynikaneyap Power LP')
elect~~icity transmission licence to include a requiNe~nent that
Wataynikaneyap Power LP proceed to do the .follo~~ing ~~elatec~ to
expansion of the ~~ransmission system Co connect the sixteen remote First
Nation communities listed in Appendix A (collectively the "Remote
Communities') to the provincial electricity grid.
(
i)

Develop anc~ seek approvalsfor a transmission line, which shall be
composed ~~f a new 230 kV line originating at a point between
Ignace and Dryden and terminating in Pickle Lake (the "Line to
Pickle Lake'). The development of the Line to Pickle Lake shall
accord ~~ith the scope recommended by the Independent Electricity
System Open^cctor.

(
ii)

Develop and .seek app~~ovals ,for the t~°~nsmission lines extending
north ,from Red Lake cznd Pickle Lake Nequired to connect the
Kemote Communities to the provincial electricity g~~id. The
development of these transmission lines shall accord with the
scope .supported by the Independent Electricity System Operator."

In contrast, Sagatay has developed and is seeking approval for a proposed line from
I~;nace to Pickle Lake only. It is not seeking to develop and seek approval for lines north
of either Pickle Lake or Red Lake. Its line will in no way impair tl~e ability of
Wataynikaneyap Power to develop the lines to the remote communities north oi' Pickle
Lake and Red Lake.

43.

The IESO produced its System Impact Assessment, Connection Assessment and
Approval Process Final Report for Sagatay's transmission project on June 28, 2016. The
SIA provided Conditional Approval to Sagatay's Project (CAA-2016-549 from Ignace
Junction to Pickle Lake 230 kV Transmission Line Connection Applicant, Sa~;atay
Transmission LP)

~ i
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44.

The SIA found that, provided prescribed technical criteria were met, Sagatay's proposed
connection would have no adverse effect on the reliability of the integrated power
system. We assume that the IESO provided a copy of the SIA to the OEB at that time.9

45.

A Project Impact Assessment by HONI is attached as an Appendix to the SIA.

46.

Sagatay's proposed route, from I:~;nace to Pickle Lake, is also consistent with the IESO's
2015 North of Dryden Integrated Resource Plan ("North of Dryden Plan") and Ontario's
Long-Term Energy Plan. The North of Dryden Plan was filed with the Board as an
Appendix to Sagatay's Leave to Construct application, as was the Draft "Technical Report
and Business Case for the Connection of Remote First Nations Communities for the
Northwest Ontario First Nations Transmission Planning Committee.

Registrar breached the principles of procedural fairness owed to Sagatav
47.

By letter dated November 2, 2016, the Registrar notified Sagatay that the Board intends
to dismiss the Application under section 97.1 of the Act as "it has concluded" that the two
lines are functionally equivalent. But the Registrar failed to:

(a)

cite any authority for applying the test of functional equivalence under section
97.1 of the Act;

(b)

provide any explanation of the meaning of"functionally equivalent"; and

(c)

provide any support fox• the Board's conclusion that the two lines are functionally
equivalent.

~ IESO's SIA, Schedule "G".

48.

While the Registrar did provide Sagatay with 12 days to file written submissions (which
was later extended by 7 days on Sagatay's request), Sagatay was denied an opportunity to
provide any meaningful response due to the failures described in paragraph 47.

49.

As such, Sagatay submits that in making the Order, the Registrar breached the principles
of procedural fairness owed to Sagatay and effectively dismissed Sagatay's Application
without a hearing, contrary to Rule 18 of the Board's Rules of Practice and Procedure.

Delegation Contrary to Best Practice

S0.

Section 6(1) of the Act provides that the "Board's management committee may in writing
delegate any power or duty of the Board to an employee of the Board". In delegating in
writing (presumably) its power to dismiss Sagatay's Application to its employee, the
Registrar, Sagatay submits that the Board erred and exceeded its jurisdiction. Given the
magnitude of the rights, powers, privileges, interests, duties and liabilities involved in
Sagatay's Application (discussed below) and viewed in context, Sagatay submits that
section 6(1) of the Act was never intended to permit the Board to delegate such an
important decision to its employee. If the Board exceeded its authority in delegating its
power to make the Order to the Registrar, then the Registrar did not have authority to
make the order.

51.

Most delegated authority deals with relatively non-contentious matters, such as issues of
standing, smaller rate cases, or smaller issues in other rate cases.

While it was

appropriate for the Registrar to ensure that the Sagatay Application was complete, and to
make the decision to hold its Application in abeyance pending receipt of the SIA from the
IESO and the CIA from HONI, it was inappropriate for the Registrar to have been
~ ,

l9

delegated the authority to dismiss the Application. Sagatay's Application is a major
initiative, which took many years of work to develop and produce, for a facility that will
cost hundreds of millions of dollars, is consistent with the IESO's North of Dryden Plan.
The Sagatay transmission line provides unique advantages to the First Nations, region,
and the province, is ready to proceed to a hearing, and is very different from the
Wataynikaneyap Power initiative.

The Board, in view of these factors, and basic

procedural fairness, should reinstate the Application and commence the Leave to
Construct proceeding for the project. l~f Sagatay's Application is allowed to proceed, it
will be heard by a Board Panel. It should not be dismissed without a hearing from a
Board Panel.

52.

This Notice of Appeal has been prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in
Rule 17 of the Board's Rules of Practice and Procedure.

53,

The Appellant requests that the Board (a) proceed by way of a written hearing pursuant to
Rule 32.01 of the Board's Rules of Practice and Procedure, and (b) issue directions
regarding the written hearing that include the Appellant's right to file affidavit evidence
in support of its appeal.

54.

The Appellant requests that copies of all documents filed with or issued by the BoaY~d in
connection with this Appeal be served on the Appellant and the Appellant's counsel as
follows:
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(a)

The Appellant:
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville, ON L6J 2X1
Attention:

(b)

Mr. Zeeshan Ali
Tel: (905)465-6707
Fax: (905)465-4514
Email: Zeeshan.Ali a,algonquinpower.com

The Appellant's Counsel:
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
77 King Street West, Suite 3000
P.O. Box 95, TD Centre
Toronto, ON MSK 1 G8
Attention:

Mr. Thomas Brett
Tel: (416)941-8861
Fax: (416)941-8852
Email: tbrett a,foglers.com

Attention:

Mr. Young Park
Tel: (416)365-3727
Fax: (416)941-8852
Email: Xpark cr,foglers.com

DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 9`h day of June, 2017.
SAGATAY TRANSMISSION LP
By its counsel,
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP

~6~'i.
Thomas Brett

~~
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SCHEDULE "A"
Dey, Debbie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Batul Rahimtoola <Batul.Rahimtoola@oeb.ca>
Thursday, May 25, 2017 5:07 PM
'zeeshan.ali@algonquinpower.com'; Brett, Thomas
Roblin, Eric R.
OEB Order - Sagatay Transmission LP - OEB File No. EB-2016-0017
OEB Order_Sagatay Transmission LP_20170525.pdf

Dear Mr. Ali and Mr. Brett:.
Please find attached an OEB Order regarding the above matter.
Thank you.

Batul Rahimtoola~Case Administrator~Ontaria Energy Board~2300 Yonge Street,~Ste.,
2701~Toronto~ON~M4P 1E4
Tel: 416-440-7635~Toll Free: 1-888-632-6273~Email: batul.rahimtoolaCa~oeb.ca
Please Hate my email address has changed to Batul.RahimtoalaCa~oeb.ca Please update your address baok
accordingly

c:

Eric Roblin, Fogler Rubinoff LLP, Applicant's Counsel

This electronic transmission, including any accompanying attachments, may contain information that is
confidential, privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law, and is intended only for the
recipients) named above. Any distribution, review, dissemination or copying of the contents of this
communication by anyone other than the intended recipients) is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and permanently delete the copy
you have received.
Ce message, transmis par courriel, y compris taut Eichler joint, peat contenir des renseignements qui sont
confidentiels, qui sont proteges par le secret professionnel au qui ne peuvent etre divulgues aux termes des Lois
applicables et s'adressent exclusivement au(x) destinataire(s) indique(s) ci-dessus. La distribution, la diffusion,
1'examen ou la reproduction du contenu du courriel par une autre personne que le(s) destinataire(s) voulu(s) sort
strictement interdits. Si vows recevez ce message par erreur, veuillez le supprimer definitivement et en aviser
1'expediteur immediatement par retour du courriel.

Ontario Energy
Board

Commission de I'~nergie
de ('Ontario

~ky~
1F

P.O. Box 2319
2300 Yonge Street
27`n Floor
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416-481-1967
Facsi m i l e: 416-440-7656
Toil free: 1-888-632-6273

C.P. 2319
2300, rue Yonge
27e etage
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416-481-1967
Telecopieu r: 416-440-7656
Numero sans frais: 1-888-632-6273

/ ti
J ~
~~~
Ontario
~~\

u:it
May 25, 2017

Mr. Thomas Brett
Applicant's Counsel
Fogier, Rubinoff LLP
77 King Street West
Suite. 3000, PO Box 95
Toronto ON MSK 1 G8
tbrett(a(a7foq lers.com

Mr. Zeeshan Ali
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville ON L6J 2X1
zeeshan.ali(c~~alganquinpower.com

Dear Mr.Brett and Mr. Ali:
Re:

Sagatay Transmission LP
Order to Dismiss Application for Leave to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Number: EB-2016-0017

This letter is with reference to the application of Sagatay Transmission LP (Sagatay)
filed with the Ontario Energy Board (OEB)on January 20, 2016 for leave to construct a
transmission line from Ignace to Pickle Lake and related transmission facilities. By letter
dated May 16, 2017, the OEB dismissed Sagatay's application.
For the reasons provided in the OEB's May 16, 2017 and November 2, 2016 letters, it is
hereby ordered that the application for leave to construct a transmission line filed by
Sagatay on January 20, 2016 (EB-2016-0017) is dismissed.

By delegation, before: Kristi Sebalj
Original signed by
Kristi Sebalj
Registrar
c:

Eric Roblin, Fogler Rubinoff LLP, Applicant's Counsel

SCHEDULE "B"
Dey, Debbie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dey, Debbie on behalf of Brett, Thomas
Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:29 AM
'Kristi Sebalj'
'Zeeshan Ali'; Roblin, Eric R.; Park, Young
Sagatay Leave to Construct

Dear Ms. Sebalj,
Further to your letter of May 16, 2017, and o.ur discussion yesterday, would you please provide Sagatay with an order
dismissing Sagatay's Leave to Construct Application? We require an order from the Registrar in order for the time
limitation to file an appeal to commence and.to prepare the appeal of the Registrar's decision to the Board, pursuant to
section 7(1) of the Act. Section 7(1) states that:
"A person directly affected by an order made by an employee of the Board pursuant to section 6 may,
within 15 days after receiving notice of the order, appeal the order to the Board."
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

fC}~~~t"
~'

~~' ~litrr~;

Tom Brett
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
Lawyers
77 King Street West
Suite 3000, P.O. Bax 95
TD Centre North Tower
Toronto, ON M5K 1G8
Qirect: 416.941.8861
Main: 418.864.9700
Toll Free: 1.866.861.9700
Fax: 416.941.8852
Email: tbrett@foglers.com
f~ers.com

~

T ~'
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SCHEDULE"C"

Ontario Energy
Board
P.O. Box 2319
27th Floor
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto ON M4P 1E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Facsimile: 416- 440-7656
Toli free: 1-888-632-6273

Commission de I'~nergie
de ('Ontario
C.P. 2319
27e stage
2300, rue Yonge
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Tel~copieur: 416- 440-7656
Numero sans frais: 1-888-632-6273
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Ontario

November 2, 2016
Mr. Todd Anderson
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville ON L6J 2X1

Dear Mr. Anderson:
Re:

Sagatay Transmission LP'
Application for Leave to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Number: EB-2016-0017

This letter is with reference to your application to the Ontario Energy Board (OEB)for
leave to construct a transmission line from Ignace to Pickle Lake and related
transmission facilities. By letter dated February 18, 2016, you were advised that your
application was being held in abeyance pending the filing of certain reports. Your
application remains incomplete at this time.
In the intervening period, on July 29, 2016 the OEB received a Direcfiive from the
Minister of Energy directing the OEB to amend the electricity transmission licence
issued to 2472883 Ontario ..Limited on behalf of Wataynikaneyap Power LP
(Wataynikaneyap Power) to require it to develop and seek approvals for the following
transmission projects:
(a) A new 230 kV line originating at a point between Ignace and Dryden and
terminating in Pickle Lake. The development of this line is to accord with the
scope recommended by the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO);
and
(b) Transmission lines extending north from Red Lake and Pickle Lake required to
connect certain named remote First Nation communities to the provincial
electricity grid. The development of these lines is to accord with the scope
supported by the IESO.

- 2-

Ontario Energy Board

The OEB amended Wataynikaneyap Power's licence accordingly on September 1,
2016. The OEB has now also received from the IESO a report dated October 13, 2016
setting out the IESO's recommended scope for fihe new line to Pickle Lake and its
supported scope for the transmission lines north from Red Lake and Pickle Lake. The
I ESO's recommended scope for the new line to Pickle Lake is as outlined in the IESO's
2015 North of Dryden Infegrated Regional Resource Plan, as further clarified in the
I ESO's October 13, 2016 report to the OEB. In particular, the recommended scope is
that the new single circuit 230 kV line to Pickle Lake be built by interconnecting to circuit
D26A near Dryden/Ignace and terminating at a new or expanded existing transformer
station near Pickle Lake (approximately 300 km):
Under section 97.1 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 (Act), the OEB cannot grant
leave to construct to an applicant if a licence issued to another person includes an
obligation to develop, construct, expand or reinforce the transmission line that is the
subject of an applicant's application, whether that application was filed before or after
the day on which section 97.1 of the Act came into force (July 1, 2016).
The OEB has concluded that this section of the Act precludes the OEB from granting
your application for leave to construct, as the transmission line proposed in your
application is functionally equivalent to the new line to Pickle Lake that Wataynikaneyap
Power is required by its licence to develop.
The OEB therefore intends to dismiss your application. If you wish to make a written
submission regarding the proposed dismissal of your application, you may do so by
November 14, 2016.
The Minister's Directive, the OEB's Decision and Order amending Wataynikaneyap
Power's licence and the IESO's October 13, 2016 report are all available on the OEB's
Priority Transmission Projects webpage, as is the Order in Council declaring the
transmission lines to Pickle Lake and extending norfh from Red Lake and Pickle Lake to
be needed as priority projects.
Yours truly,
Original signed by
Kristi Sebalj
Regisfirar
c: Tom Brett, Fogler Rubinoff LLP

SCHEDULE "D"
Ontario Energy
Board

Commission de I'~nergie
de ('Ontario

P.O. Box 2319
2300 Yonge Street
27~' Floor
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone:416-481-1967
Facsimile: 416-a40-7656
Toil free: 1-888-632-6273

C.P. 2319
2300, rue Yonge
27e etage
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone:416-481-1967
Telecopieur:416-440-7656
Numero sans frais: 1-888-632-6273
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BY E-MAIL

May 16, 2017
Mr. Thomas Brett
Applicant's Counsel
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
77 King Street West
Suite 3000, PO Box 95
Toronto ON MSK 1 G8
tbrett(c~fag I~rs.com

Mr. Zeeshan Ali
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville ON L6J 2X1
zeeshan.al~aigonquinpower.com

Dear Mr.Brett and Mr. Ali:
Re:

Sagatay Transmission LP
Application for Leave to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Number: EB-20.16-0017

This letter is with reference to the application of Sagatay Transmission LP (Sagatay) to
the Ontario Energy Board (OEB)for leave to construct a transmission line from Ignace
to Pickle Lake and related transmission facilities. By letter dated February 18, 2016, the
OEB advised Sagatay fihat its application was being held in abeyance pending the filing
of certain reports. The OEB issued a further letter on November 2, 2016 indicating the
intent to dismiss Sagatay's application and providing an opportunity far Sagatay to
make written .submissions regarding the dismissal, which the OED received on
November 18, 2016.
For the reasons set out in the OEB's letter of November 2, 2016 and those provided
below, the OEB has determined that it will dismiss Sagatay's application.
In its letter, Sagatay broadly submitted that the OEB's dismissal of its applicafiion
eliminates competition and is contrary to the OEB's mandate to promote economic
efficiency and cost effectiveness in as set out in Section 1(1)2 of the Ontario Energy
Board Act, 1998(OEB Act). As noted in the OEB's November 2, 2016 letter, the
dismissal of Sagatay's application is grounded in section 97.1 of the OEB Act, which
prohibits the OEB from granting leave to construct to an applicant if a licence issued to
another person includes an obligation to develop, construct, expand or reinforce the
transmission line that is the subject of the application for leave.

Ontario Energy Board

-2 -

The Minister, with the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, has directed the
OEB to amend the licence of Wataynikaneyap Power LP (Wataynikaneyap) to include
provisions that require it to proceed with development work (and seek approvals) for a
transmission line originating in Dryden/Ignace and terminating at Pickle Lake (Line to
Pickle Lake) and to also proceed with development work (and seek approvals) for lines
extending north from Pickle Lake to connect certain named Remote Communities (Line
to Remote Communities).
By reason of the exercise of this power, in respect of which the OEB sees no deficiency
relative to the statutory provision authorizing it, and by virtue of section 97.1 of the OEB
Act, the OEB cannot grant leave to construct the lines in question to any proponent
other than Wataynikaneyap.
The OEB remains of the view that Sagatay's proposed transmission line is functionally
equivalent to the line that Wataynikaneyap has been directed by the Minister and
licensed by tha OEB to develop. The proposals of each of Wataynikaneyap and
Sagatay would achieve the primary function of enabling long-term load-meeting
capability in the Pickle Lake Subsystem of approximately 160MW, and of providing a
basis for the future grid connection of remote communities north of Pickle Lake. The
primary function--load-meeting capability in the North of Dryden region—is described in
the IESO's 2015 North of Q den Inte rated Re ianal Resource Plan, and the line to be
constructed is described in the' IESO's recommended scope, filed with the OEB on
October 13, 2016, Each of the proposed lines is approximately, 300 km in length,
interconnects with the provincial transmission grid at a point on Hydro One
Transmission's 230kV "D26A" transmission circuit lying between Dryden and Ignace
and terminates at a point in Pickle Lake.
The OEB does not agree that dismissal of Sagatay's application is premature. While
the Sagatay and Wataynikaneyap projects may be at a relatively early stage, there is
sufficient basis to conclude that the two projects are functionally equivalent. Given that
section 97.1 of the OEB Act therefore precludes the OEB from granting the relief that
Sagatay seeks in its application, it is reasonable for the OEB to dismiss Sagatay's
application at this time.

Yours truly,
Original Signed By
Kristi Sebalj
Registrar
c:

Eric Roblin, Fogler Rubinoff LLP, Applicant's Counsel

SCHEDULE "E"

Ontario Energy
Board
P.O. Box 2319
27th. Floor
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Facsimile: 416- 440-7656
Toll free: 1-888-632-6273

Commission de I'energie
de POntario
C.P. 2319
27e etage
2300, rue Yonge
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Telecopieur: 416- 440-7656
Numero sans frais: 1-888-632-6273
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January 26, 2016
Todd Anderson
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2X1
Dear Mr. Anderson:
1

R+~:

Sagatay Transmission LP,
Application for Leave,to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Number: EB-2016-0017

This will acknowledge receipt on January 20, 2016 of the above referenced application.
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) has assigned file number EB-2016-0017 to this
application. Please refer to this file number in all future correspondence to the OEB
regarding this application. All information related to the application must be filed wi#h the
Board Secretary.
Please direct any questions relating to these applications to Rudra Mukherji, Project
Advisor at +1 (416)440-7608 ore-mail, Rudra.Mukherji(c~onfiarioenergyboard.ca.
Yours truly,
Original signed by
John Pickernell
Applications Administration
c: Tom Brett, Fogler Rubinoff L.LP

SCH~DUL~ "F"

Ontario Energy
Board
P.O. Box 2319
27th. Floor
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Facsimile: 416- 440-7656
Toll free: 1-888-632-6273

Commission de I'ene~gie
de ('Ontario
C.P. 2319
27e etage
2300, rue Yonge
Toronto ON M4P 1 E4
Telephone: 416- 481-1967
Telecopieur: 416- 440-7656
Numero sans frais: 1-888-632-6273
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February 18, 2016
Todd Anderson
Sagatay Transmission LP
345 Davis Road
Oakville ON L6J 2X1
C~Z~1ii~i~: ~ - •
Re:

Sagatay Transmission LP
Application for Leave to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Number: EB-2016-0017

This is with reference to your application to the Ontario Energy Board (OEB)for leave to
construct a firansmission line from Ignace to Pickle Lake and related transmission
facilities.
The OEB has reviewed your application and notes that you have not provided a System
I mpact Assessment Report or a Customer Impact Assessment Report (collectively, the
Reporfis) as required pursuant to Chapter 4 of the OEB's Filing Requirements for
Transmission Applications, dated July 31, 2014. The Reports were expected to be filed
by February 2016 however, the OEB now understands that the Reports are expected to
be filed in April or May of 2016. The Reports are critical to the OEB's review of an
application. The.OEB will therefore hold your application in abeyance until the final
Reports are filed with the OEB.
Yours truly,
Original signed by
Kristi Sebalj
Registrar
c: Tom Brett, Fogler Rubinoff LLP
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System Impact Assessment Report
Acknowledgement
The IESO wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Hydro One in completing this assessment.

ni~claimer~

IESO
This report has been prepared solely for the purpose of assessing whether t11e connection applicant's
proposed connection with the IESO-controlled grid would have an adverse impact on the reliability of the
integrated power system and whether t11e [BSO should issue a notice of conditional approval or
disapproval of the proposed connection under Chapter 4, section 6 of the Market Rules.
Conditional approval of the proposed connection is based on information provided to the IESO by the
connection applicant and Hydro One at the time the assessment was carried out. The IESO assumes no
responsibility for t11e accuracy or completeness of such information, including the results of studies
carried out by Hydro One at the request of the TBSO. Furthermore, the conditional approval is subject to
further consideration due to changes to this information, or to additional information that may become
available after the conditional approval has been granted.
Tf the connection applicant has engaged a consultant to perform connection assessment studies, the
connection applicant acknowledges that the TESO will be relying on such studies in conducting its
assessment and that the TESO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such studies
including, without limitation, any changes to IPSO base case models made by the consultant. The [BSO
reserves the right to repeat any or all connection studies performed by the consultant if necessary to meet
IESO requirements.
Conditional approval of the proposed connection means that there are no significant reliability issues or
concerns that would prevent connection of the proposed project to the f~'SO-controlled grid. However, the
conditional approval does not ensure that a project will meet all connection rec~uiremer~ts. In addition,
further issues or concerns may be identified by the transmitter•(s) during the detailed design phase that
may require changes to equipment characteristics and/or configuration to ensure compliance with physical
or equipment limitations, or with the Transmission System Code, before connection can be made.
This report has not been prepared for any other purpose and should not be used or relied upon by any
person for another purpose. This report has been prepared solely for use by the connection applicant and
the IESO in accordance with Chapter 4, section 6 of the Market Rules. The IESO assumes no
responsibility to any third party for any use, which it makes of this report. Any liability which the IESO
may have to the connection applicant in respect of this report is governed by Chapter 1, section 13 of the
Market Rules. in the event that the IESO provides a draft of this report to the connection applicant, the
connection applicant must be aware that tl~e IPSO may revise drafts of this report at any time in its sole
discretion without notice to the connection applicant. Although the CESO will use its best efforts to advise
you of any such changes, it is the responsibility of the connection applicant to ensure that the most recent
version of this report is being used.

Final Report —June 28, 2016
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Hydro One
The results reported in this report are based on the information available to Hydro One, at the time of the
study, suitable for a System Impact Assessment of this connection proposal.
The short circuit and thermal loading levels have been computed based on the information available at the
time of the study. These levels may be higher or lower if the coru~ection information changes as a result
of, but not limited to, subsequent design modifications or when more accurate test measurement data is
available.
This study does not assess the short circuit or thermal loading impact of the proposed facilities on load
and generation customers.
In this report, short circuit adequacy is assessed only for Hydro One circuit breakers. The short circuit
results are only for the purpose of assessing the capabilities of existing Nydro One circuit breakers and
identifying upgrades required to incorporate the proposed facilities. These results should not be used in
the design and engineering of any new or existing facilities. The necessary data. will be provided by
Hydro Qne and discussed with any connection applicant upon request.
The ampacity ratialgs of Hydro One facilities are established based on assumptions used in Hydro One for
power system planning studies. The actual ampacity ratings during operations may be determined in realtime and are based on actual system conditions, including ambient temperature, wind speed and project
loading, and may be higher or lower than those stated in this study.
The additional facilities or upgrades which aee required to incorporate the proposed facilities have been
identified to the extant permitted by a System Impact Assessment under the current IESO Connection
Assessment and Approval process. Additional project studies may be necessary to confrm
constructability and the time required for construction. Further studies at more advanced stages of the
project development may identify additional facilities that need to be provided or that require upgrading.

CAA ID 2015-549
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Executive Summary
Conditional Approval for Connection
Sagatay Transmission L.P. (the "connection applicant") is proposing to build a new 296 Ian 230 kV
single-circuit transmission line between existing 230 kV circuit D26A, 80 km from the Dryden
Transformer Station (TS), and existing 115 kV circuit E1C at the Crow Rive• Distribution Station (DS).
D26A and El C are owned by Hydro One Networks Inc. (the "transmitter").
The proposed transmission line will be terminated using a single breaker connected to a 230/115 1<V
transformer at the new Pickle Lake TS, which will connect through a less than 1 km 115 kV transmission
line to a new transmitter owned Switching Station (SS), named Pickle Lake SS. Pickle Lake SS will be
adjacent to Crow Rivez• DS. At the other end near D26A, the proposed transmission line will be
terminated to a 230 kV inline breaker at the new Ignace SS, which will connect to an adjacent new
transmitter owned junctio~l, named Ignace 2 .Tunction. Ignace 2 Junction will incorporate 230 kV
switching facilities that will allow the proposed transmission line to be supplied radially from Dryden TS
or Mackenzie TS for D26A circuit section outages. The new transmission line and its associated
termination facilities (the "project")ire scheduled to be in service by October 31, 2Q20,
A single-line diagram of the project is shown in Figure I .

North of Dryden and Remote Communities Study
The IESO conducted a feasibility study to support the North of Dryden lnte~ated Re Tonal R~:sourcc
Plan ("IRRP") and the Remote Community Connection Plan, Based on the results of the feasibility study
and economic analysis of options, the North of Dryden IRRP recommended a new line from a connection
point between Dryden and Ignace on D26A, to Pickle Lake, to support the connection of remote
communities and growth in the mining sector north of Pickle Lake.
Since there isn't yet a committed transmission project to supply loads north of Pickle Lake and this
project does not include a plan for supplying these loads, this assessment assumed that the loads north of
Pickle Lake are not connected. Should the connection of these loads become committed, the IESO may
need to issue an addendum to this SIA.
in the North of Dryden IRRP analysis, E1 C was assumed open at Ear Falls TS to increase the load
meeting capability of the transmission system and support the connection of loads north of Pickle Lake.
7f these loads are not connected, there are benefits to keeping ElC closed; however, additional facilities
would be required to realize those benefits.
Tn this report, distinct requirements are provided for E1C open and closed.
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(1) Inductive reactive power compensation is needed at Pickle Lake TS, Ear Falls TS and Ignace SS to
ensure that maximum voltage limits are not exceeded:
a. When the new 230 kV circuit is energized —Further details are provided in section 5.3.
b. During steady state (i.e. pre-contingency) —Further details are provided in section 5.4.
c. Immediately following an event (i.e., post-contingency) —Further details are provided in
section 5.4.
(2)

Voltages remain above minimum voltage levels with the new 230 kV circuit in service. Further
details are provided in section 5.5.

(3) The total required reactive power compensation at Ignace SS and Ear Fal(s TS can be switched
without exceeding the maximum allowable voltage change. Further details are provided in section
5.6.
If E1C is closed at Ear Falis TS
(4) The new 230 kV circuit, 115 kV circuit E1C and all transmission elements at Tgnace SS, Pickle
Lake TS, and Pickle Lake SS would be classified as part of the Bulk Electric System (BES).
(5) In some of the studied scenarios, the generating units at Manitou Falls Generation Station (GS) and
Ear Falls GS became unstable following the loss of 115 kV circuit E4D. Further details are provided
in section 5.7.
(6) The maximum load that could be supplied from 115 kV circuit E2R following the loss of 115 kV
circuit E4D is 43.5 MW. This represents a total maximum load of ~1 MW at Red Lake TS and
Balmer CTS after accounting for active power transmission losses on 115 kV circuit E2R. Further
details are provided in section 5.8.
(7) The pre-contingency and post-contingency thermal loading of the transmission system with the
project incorporated was within equipment ratings in alt studred scenarios. Further details are
provided in section 5.9.
(8) The project is expected to reduce the maximum interrupted load in the Ear Falls area following the
loss of 115 kV circuit E4D from 98.7 MW to 29.1 MW based on the 2030 peak load forecast.
Further details are provided in section 5.10.
If ElC is open at far Falls TS
(9) The new 230 kV circuit, 115 kV circuit ElC and all transmission elements at Cgnace SS, Pici<le
Lake TS, and Pickle Lake SS would not be classified as part of the Bulk Clectric System (BES).
(10) The project is expected to reduce the maximum interrupted load in the far Falls area following the
loss of 115 kV circuit E4D from 98.7 MW to 74,6 MW based on the 2030 peak load forecast.
Further details are provided in section 5.10.
(11) Following a permanent fault on 115 kV circuit ~4D, the project can help in restoring Ear Falls TS
load and up to 41 MW at a lagging power factor of 0.9 from Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS, by
closing 115 kV circuit E1C at Ear• Falls TS. Further details are provided in section 5.10.
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IESO's Requirements for Connection
Transmitter Requirements
The transmitter shall satisfy all applicable requirements specified in the Market Rules, the Transmission
System Code and reliability standards.
Project Specific Requirements: The following specifrc requirements are applicable for the incorporation
of the project.
(1)

The transmitter is required to change the protection settings for 230 kV circuit D26A and l 15 kV
circuit EI C according to the PIA. If the transmitter identifies that further changes to the protection
settings are required after this SIA is finalized, those changes must be submitted by the transmitter
to the IESO at least six (6) months before any modifications are to be implemented on the existing
protection systems.

(2)

As per finding #1, the transmitter is required to install 10 Mvar at 118.1 kV of inductive reactive
power compensation at Ear Palls TS on 115 kV circuit E1C. If a static device is to be employed, it
must be connected through a single 115 kV circuit breaker or circuit switcher and be capable of
auto-switching based on voltage settings provided by the CESO. Further details are provided in
section 5.3.

If E1C is closed at Ear Falls TS
(3)

As per finding #5, the transmitter in conjunction with Ontario Power Generation inc. is required to
install a Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) that detects the loss of 115 kV circuit E4D and rejects
individual generating units at Manitou Falls GS and Ear Falls GS. The RAS is expected to be Type
3 and must be designed in accordance with section 3,4.1 in ORTAC. The RAS must have full
redundancy and separation of the communication channels, and to the extent possible satisfy tl~e
Type I requirements of the NPCC Reliability Reference Directory #7 Special Protection Systems.
Further details are provided in section 5.7.

(4)

As per finding #6, the transmitter is required to install a RAS that detects the loss of 115 kV circuit
B4D and rejects load at Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS such that at most 41 MW of load at 0.9
lagging power factor at their high voltage buses remains connected. The RAS is expected to be
classified as Type 3 and must be designed in accordance to section 3.4.1 in Ontario Resource and
Transmission Assessment Criteria (ORTAC). The RAS must have full redundancy and separation
of the communication channels, and to the extent possible satisfy the Type Y requirements of the
NPCC Reliability Reference Directory #7 Special Protection Systems. Further details are provided
in section 5.8.

If E1C is open at Ear Fags TS
Nn additional requirements.
Gene~~al Requirements: Some of the general requirements that are applicable to tha transmitter for this .
project are presented in detail in section 2 of this report.
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Connection Applicant Requirements
The connection applicant shall satisfy all applicable requirements specified in the Market Rules, the
Transmission System Code and reliability standards.
Project Specific Requirements: The following specific requirements are applicable for the incorporation
of the project. They will not change whether EIC is closed or opened at Ear Falls TS.
(1) The connection applicant is required to notify the IESO at connection.assessments(cz~ieso.ca as soon
as they become aware of any changes to the project design or data used in this assessment. The
TESO will determine whether these changes require a re-assessment.
(2) The connection applicant is required to register as a "transmitter" in the IESO Market Registration
process.
(3) The connection applicant is required to provide the 10 day winter and summer limited time ratings
and 15 minute winter and summer short time ratings of the new transformer at Pickle Lake TS
during the IESO Market Registration process.
(4) The connection applicant is required to provide a protection description document for the new 230
k V circuit and other equipment, including all relay settings, during the ICSO Market Registration
process.
(5) As per findings #l, the connection applicant is required to install two 40 Mvar at 220 kV inductive
reactive power devices on the new 230 kV circuit at Pickle Lake TS, if two static devices are to be
employed, each device must be connected by a motorized disconnect switch, where one motorized
disconnect switch is operated normally closed while the other motorized disconnect switch is
operated normally open. Further details are provided in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
(6) The connection applicant is also required to install a 40 Mvar at 220 kV inductive reactive power
device on the new 230 kV circuit at Ignace SS. If a static device is to be employed, it must
connected to a single 230 kV circuit breaker or circuit switcher and be capable of auto-switching
based on voltage settings provided by the IESO. T'urther details are provided in section 5.4.
Genera!Requirements: Some of the general requirements that are applicable to the project are presented
in detail in section 2 of this report.

— End of Section —
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1. Project Description
Sagatay Transmission L.P. (the "connection applicant") is proposing to build a new 296 km 230 kV
single-circuit transmission line between existing 230 kV circuit D26A, 80 km from the Dryden
Teansformer Station (TS), and existing l 1 S kV circuit E1 C at the G~ow River Distribution Station (DS).
D26A and ElC are owned by Hydro One Networks Inc. (the "transmitter").
The proposed transmission line will be terminated using a single breaker connected to a 230/115 kV
transformer at the new Pickle Lake TS, which will connect through a less than 1 km 115 kV transmission
line to a new transmitter owned Switching Station (SS), named Pick(e Lake SS. Pickle Lake SS will be
adjacent to Crow River DS. At the other end near D26A, the proposed transmission line will be
ter~Y~inated to a 230 kV inline breaker at the new Ignace SS, which will connect to an adjacent new
transmitter owned junction, named [gnace 2 .~unetion. Ignace 2 Junction will incorporate 230 kV
switching facilities that will allow the proposed transmission line to be supplied radially from Dryden TS
ar Mackenzie TS for D26A circuit section outages. The new transmission line and its associated
termination facilities (the "project") are scheduled to be in service by October 31, 2020.
A single-line diagram of the project is shown in Figure 1.
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2. General Requirements
The connection applicant and the transmitter shall satisfy all applicable requirements in the Market Rules,
the Transmission System Code (TSC) and reliability standards. The following sections highlight some of
the general requirements that are applicable to the project.

2.1

Reliability Standards

If E1C is closed at Ear Falls TS
As currently assessed, the project does not fall within the Northeast Power Coordinating Council's
(NPCC)definition of the Bulk Power System (BPS).
Effective July 1, 2014, the new North American Electric Reliability Corporation's(NERC) definition of
the Bulk Electric System (BSS) is effective in Ontario. Based on this new definition, the new 230 kV
circuit, EI C and all elements of Tgnace SS, Pickle Lake TS, and Pickle Lake SS will be classified as BBS.
The connection applicant and the transmitter will need to bring the all BES elements into compliance with
the applicable NERC reliability standards. To determine the standard requirements that are applicable to
this project, the IESO provides a mapping tool titled "NERC Reliability Standard Mapping
Tool/Spreadsheet," which can be accessed at the IESO's public website;
http://ieso.ca/imoweb/pubs/ircp/NERC Reliability Standards Mappin~Tooi Spreadsheet.xls.
Note, the connection applicant or tha transmitter may request an exception to the application of the BES
definition. The procedure for submitting an application for exemption can be found in Market Manual
1 1.4:
"Ontario Bulk Electric System (BES) exception" at the IESO's website:
http://ieso.ca/imoweb/pubs/irep/cc OntarioBCSException.~df.
The IESO's criteria for determining applicability of NERC reliability can be found in the Market Manual
1 1.1: "Applicability Criteria for Compliance with NERC Reliability Standards and NPCC Criteria" at the
IESO's website:
htta://ieso.ca/imoweb/pubs/ircp/IESO A~plicabilitx Criteria for C011lpliance with NERC Standards a
nd NPCC Critei~ia.pdf.
Compliance with these reliability standards will be monitored and assessed as part of the IESO's Ontario
Reliability Compliance Program. Por more details about compliance with applicable reliability standards
t~eliability standards, the connection applicant is encouraged to contact orcp(~~r,ieso.ca and also visit the
following webpage: httq://www.ieso.ca/imoweb/ircp/orcp.asp•
Note, the BPS and BES classifications of this project will be re-evaluated as the electrical system evolves,
If E1C is open at Ear Falls TS
As currently assessed, the project does not fall within the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation's(NERC)definition of the Bulk Electric System (.BES) or the Northeast Power Coordinating
Council's(NPCC)of the Bulk Power System (BPS). As such, the project does not have to meet NERC or
NPCC requirements and is only required to meet obligations and requirements under the IESO's Market
Rules.
Note that the [3PS and BES classifications of this project will be re-evaluated as the electrical system
evolves.
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2.2

Voltage Requirements

The project's 230 kV and 115 kV equipment must meet the voltage requirements specified in section 4.2
and section 4.3 of ORTAC.

2.3

Connection Equipment Design

The connection applicant and the transmitter shall ensure that the connection equipment is designed to be
fully operational in all reasonably foreseeable ambient temperature conditions. The connection equipment
must also ba designed so that the adverse effects of its failure an the IESO-controlled grid are mitigated.

2.4

Faulfi Levels

The TSC requires the project's equipment to be designed to withstand the fault levels in the area where
the equipment is installed. Thus, the connection applicant and the transmitter shall ensure that the
project's connection equipment is designed to withstand the fault levels in the area. If any future system
changes result in an increased fault level higher than the equipment's capability, the connection applicant
and the transmitter are required to replace the equipment with higher rated equipment capable of
withstanding the increased fault level, up to maximum fault level specified in the TSC. Appendix 2 of the
TSC establishes the maximum fault levels for the transmission system. For the 230 kV system, the
maximum 3 phase symmetrical fault level is 63 kA and the maximum single line to ground symmetrical
fault level is 80 kA (usually limited to 63 kA), and for the 11 S kV system, the maximum 3 phase and
single line to ground symmetrical fault levels are 50 kA.
Appendix 2 ofthe TSC states that the maximum rated interrupting time for the 230 kV breakers must be
3 cycles and for the 1l5 kV breakers must be < 5 cycles. Thus, the connection applicant and the
transmitter shall ensure that the installed breakers meet the required interrupting tame specified in the
TSC. Fault interrupting devices must be able to interrupt fault currents at the maximum continuous
voltage of 2S0 kV for 230 kV devices and 132 kV for 115 k.V devices.

2.5

IESO Telemetry Data

7n accordance with Section 7,4 of Chapter 4 of the Market Rules, the connection applicant and the
transmitter shall provide to the ILSO the applicable telemetry data listed in Appendix 4.16 of the Market
Rules on a continual basis. The data shall be provided in accordance with the performance standards set
forth in Appendixes 4.20 and 4.21, subject to Section 7.6A of Chapter 4 of the Market Rules. The whole
telemetry list will be finalized during the IESO Market Registration process.
The connection applicant and the transmitter must install monitoring equipment that meets the
requirements set forth in Appendix 2.2 of Chapter 2 of the Market rules. As part of the Market
Registration process, the connection applicant and the transmitter must also complete end to end testing of
all necessary telemetry points with the IESO to ensure that standards are met and that sign conventions
are understood. All found anomalies must be corrected before IESO final approval to connect any phase
of the project is granted.
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2.6

Protection Systems

The connection applicant and the transmitter shall ensure that the protection systems are designed to
satisfy all the requirements of the Transmission System Code and any additional requirements identified
by the transmitter. New protection systems must be coordinated with the existing protection systems.
As currently assessed by the IESO, the project's facilities are not deemed to be part of t11e Bulk Power
System and are not considered essential to the power system, and therefore do not require complete
redundant protection systems in accordance with section 8,2.1 a of the TSC. In the future, as the electrical
system evolves, this facility may be placed on the BPS list, or designated as essential by either the IESO
or by the transmitter. In that case these redundant protections systems would have to satisfy all
requirements of the TSC, acid in particular, they could not use common components, common battery
banks or common secondary CT or PT windings.
The protection systems within the project must only trip the appropriate equipment required to isolate the
fault. After the incorporation of the project, if an improper trip of 230 kV circuit D26A or 115 kV circuit
EIC occurs due to events within the project, the project may be required to be disconnected from the
IESO-controlled grid until the problem is resolved.
The project shall have the capability to ride through routine switching events and design criteria
contingencies in the grid that do not disconnect the project by configuration. Standard fault detection,
auxiliary relaying, communication, and rated breaker• interrupting times are to be assumed.
The connection applicant and the transmitter are required to have adequate provision in the design of
protections and controls at their new stations to allow for future installation of Remedial Action Scheme
(RAS) equipment. Should a future RAS be installed or an existing RAS be expanded to improve the
transfer capability in the area or to accommodate transmission reinforcement projects, the new stations
may be required to participate in the RAS and to install the necessary protection and control facilities to
affect the required actions. These SPS facilities would need to comply with the NPCC Reliability
Reference Directory #7 for Type l SPS.

2.7

Restoration Participant Requirements

According to the Market Manual 7.8 which states restoration participant criteria and obligations, the
connection applicant is required to be a participant in the Ontario Power System Restoration Plan. Details
regarding restoration participant requirements will be finalized during the IPSO Market Registration
process.
As currently assessed by the IESO, this facility is not classified as a Key Facility that is required to
establish a Basic Minimum Power System following a system blackout. Key Facility and Basic
Minimum Power System are terms defined in the NPCC Glossary of Terms.

2.8

iESO Market Registration Process

The connection applicant and the transmitter must initiate and complete the IESO Market Registration
process in a timely manner, at least nine months before energization to the IESO-controlled grid and prior
to the commencement of any project related outages, in order to obtain IPSO final approval for
connection.
T11e connection applicant and the transmitter is required to provide "as-built" equipment data. for the
project (including impedance, admittance and thermal ratings) during the IESO Market Registration
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process. If the submitted data differs materially from the data used in this assessment, then further
analysis of the project will need to be done by the IESO.
At the sole discretion of the IESO, performance tests may be required at load and transmission facilities,
including the operational times of special protection systems. The objectives of these tests are to
demonstrate that equipment performance meets the TESO requirements, and to confirm models and data
are suitable for IESO purposes.
— End of Section —
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3. Data Verification
3.1

Connection Arrangement

The connection arrangement of the project, as shown in Figure 1, will not reduce the level of reliability of
the integrated power system and is, therefore, acceptable to the CESO.

3.2

Equipment Data

The connection equipment specifications were assessed based on the information provided by the
connection applicant. Equipment specifications for Pickle Lake SS to be provided by the transmitter.

3.2.1

230 kV Circuit Breakers at Ignace SS &Pickle Lake TS

Ider~tifier
Maximum continuous rated voltage
Continuous current rating
Rated symmetrical short circuit capability
Interrupting time

3.2,2

23Q kV Motorized Disconnect Switches at Ignace SS &Pickle
Lake TS

Identifier
Maximum continuous rated voltage
Continuous current rating
Rated symmetrical short circuit capability

3.2.3

N~~ ni~mc:ncl~~ture ~:~ri~vidc~l
145 kV
2000 A
40 kA
less than or equal 5 cycles

115 kV Motorized Disconnect Switch at Pickle Lake TS

tdenti~er
Maximum continuous rated voltage
Continuous current rating
Rated symmetrical short circuit capability

10

Nn nomenclature provided
273 kV
1200 A
63 kA

115 kV Circuit Breaker at Pickle Lake TS

Identifier
Maximum continuous rated voltage
Continuous current rating
Rated symmetrical short circuit capability
Interrupting time

3.2.4

Nn nonl~-nclature provided
273 kV
1200 A
63 kA
less than or equal 3 cycles

CAA ID 2015-549

No nomenclaC~n~e provid~;d
145 kV
2000 A
40 kA
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3.2.5

230 kV Transformer at Pickle Lake TS

Identifier

T1

Thermal ratings

100/130/160 MVA

Rated voltage

230/115/17 kV

Under-load tap changer(ULTC)

+/-34.5 kV in 33 steps on HV winding

Transformer connections

Summer and Winter 10-day limited time rating

HV: Wye (neutral grounded)
Secondary X: Wye (neutral grounded)
Secondary Y: Delta
No data pro~rided.

Summer and Winter 15-minute short time rating

No daCa provided

Impedance

HX: 0.5 +j12% an 100 MVA base

3.2.6

23Q kV Transmission Circuit
N~~ nui7~~ncl~7ture ~~rovid~~i
N~~ data ~7rc~vide~cj

Identifier
Maximum operating voltage
Summer continuous current rating
Summer long teen emergency current rating
Summer short term emergency current rating
Winter continuous current rating
Wintar long term emergency current rating
Winter short term emergency current rating
Positive sequence resistance
Positive sequence reactance

1024.6 A
1439 A
1522.6A
1360.4 A
1 578.1 A
1 818.1 A
0.07447 ohms/km
0.43671 ohms/km
3.79392 micro-siemens/km

Positive sequence susceptance

— End of Section —
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4. Fault Level Assessment
A fault level assessment was performed by comparing the circuit breaker interrupting capability in the
vicinity of the project with their associated fault levels before and after the incorporation of the project
with E1C operated closed at Ear Falls TS. The data used for this assessment was obtained from studies
completed by the,transmitter.
The existing circuit breaker interrupting capability at Musselwhite CSS and Ear Falls TS are 40 kA and
10.5 kA, respectively. The project is expected to increase fault levels at Musselwhite CSS and Ear Falls
TS as shown in Table 1, however the fault levels are expected to remain within the circuit breaker
interrupting capability at both stations.
~i~.~P~~~ ~: €~~a~~~it E~~k~~l~a

Base Gase

Line to ground fault levels (kA)
Asymmetrical
Symmetrical
Ear
Ear
Musselwhite
Musselwhite
FallsTS
Falls TS
CSS
CSS

Three phase fault levels(kA)
Symmetrical
Asymmetrical
far
IVlusselwhite
Ear
Musselwhite
Fails T5
CSS
CSS
Falls TS

Without project
incorporated

3.309

0.252

3.754

0.252

2.814

0.5

3.105

0.505

With project
incorporated

3.528

2.287

3.963

2.43

3.033

1.801

3.316

1.875

—end of Section
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5. impact on System Reliability
The technical studies focused on identifying the impact of the project on the reliability of the IESOcontrolled grid; including: energization, maximum and minimum voltage levels, reactive devices
switching, rotor angle stability, voltage stability, thermal ratings, load security and load restoration.

Existing System

5.1

The project wrll connect in Ontario's Northwest transmission zone which is defined as the part of the
TESO-controlled grid (ICG) bounded by Kenora TS in the west, Algoma"TS in the east and Fort Frances
TS at the Minnesota-Ontario border. Northwest transmission zone usually has its peak load in winter.
The relevant generating facilities in this area are the 67 MW Manitou Falls Generating Station (GS)
(hydroelectric) and the 32 MW Ear Falls GS (hydroelectric).
The relevant shunt reactors include two 40 Mvar reactors, R22 and R23, at Dryden TS and 40 Mvar
reactor R3 at Mackenzie TS. The relevant shunt capacitors include a total of 623 Mvar at Red Lake TS
and Balmer CTS TS, which is expected to be fully in-service by July 2016 as per the requirements in the
2"d addendum of CAA 2013-495 and CAA 2010-407. The relevant dynamic shunt devices include 23/+15 Mvar Static Voltage Compensator (SVC) at Esker Customer TS (CTS) and -5/+10 Mvar Static
Synchronous Compensator(STATCOM)at Musselwhite CTS.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the iCG in the vicinity of the project.
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5.2

Assumptions

A winter 2015 base case with the following assumptions was used:
(1) Base quantities: Base voltages for all 115 kV and 230 kV elements are 118.1 kV and 220 kV
respectively and base power for all circuits is 100 MVA.
(2) Maximarn continues operating voltage levels: 132 kV for 1 15 kV elements and 250 kV for 230
kV elements.
(3) Transmission Facilities: The connection applicant and the transmitter indicated short connections
between Pickle Lake SS and Crow River DS, and between lgnace 2 Jet and Igance SS. T'or the
purpose of this connection assessment, these connections were assumed to have zero impedance.
Moreover, they also indicated a less than 1 km 115 kV transmission circuit between Pickle Lake TS
and Pickle Lake SS; this connection was also assumed to have zero impedance.
(4) Maximum Generation Dispatch: 67 MW at Manitou Palls GS and 32 MW at Ear Falls GS
(S) 98% Dependable Generation Dispatch: In accordance with the Ontario Resources and
Transmission Assessment Criteria(ORTAC) and consistent with the 2"d addendum of CAA 2013495 and CAA 2010-407 , Manitou falls GS and Ear Falls GS 98% dependable generation levels are
listed in Table 2.
':t',~6~t~ ~. ~~ "/_~ cie~~~s~€3a~~rf~ ~~€~cr~<~tit~~~ tti~;~~~<~E~~~
Station

M anitou
Falls GS

.Ear Fates
GS

Dispatch
~MW~

12.5

10

(6) Peak load forecast: The transmitter indicated that the peak load forecast net of conservation,
demand side management and embedded generation for year 2030 is the same as the forecast for
2Q25, which was used in the 2"d addendum of CAA 2013-495 and CAA 2010-407 as shown in
Table 3.
~~`i~~~ta~ :~: I'~~<~~t iris€t~ €~€s~~~~~~~~st E~<>~° ~°€~~~€• ~~d~3~~
Load#orecast
{MW)'
Peak load

Red
Cake TS

'Balmer
CTS

Ear Falls
TS

Crow
River DS

Slate FallsDS

Perrault
Falls OS

Cat'Gake
DS

Musselwhite
'CTS/Esker CTS

36.2

33

4.5

2.93

0.7

Q.9

0.94

19.5

•Perrault Falls DS is connected to E4D.
•Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS are connected to E2R
•Crow River DS, Slate Palls DS and Cat Lake DS are connected to E1C.
• Musselwhite CTS and Esker CTS are connected to 115 kV circuit M1M
(7) Light load assumptions: An hourly coincident load duration curve for Red Lake TS, Balmer CTS,
and Musselwhite CTS/Esker CTS for year 2015 is shown in Figure 3. From the load duration cu7•ve,
the first percentile was selected as representing light load conditions as values below this level were
considered outlier points. The first percentile of the coincident loads at Red Lalce TS, Balmer CTS,
and Musselwhite CTS/Esker CTS was found to be approximately 40 MW. The distribution of load
was proportioned based on the forecasted peak load for 2030 in Table 3. The small distribution
station loads were assumed to be SO% of their 2030 peak load. The detailed light load assumptions
are listed in Table 4.
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Load forecast
(M W)

Red Lake
TS

Balmer
CT5

Ear Falis
TS

Crow
River D5

Slate Falls
QS

Perrault
Ealfs DS

Cat Lake
DS

Musselwhite
C?S/Esker CTS

Peak Load

16.3

14.9

2.25

1.465

0.35

0.45

0.47

8.8

(8) Load Power Factor: In accordance with section 2.4 of the ORTAC, load power factors wet•e
assumed to be 0.91agging at the associated high voltage buses.
(9) Base cases: In accordance with the ORTAC, Table 5 lists the base cases used for different
assessment conditions.

Base Ease

'4aad levels

Generation dispatch

Assessment

Base Ease 1

Peak Load

98 % dependable dispatch

Voltage stability, thermal and minimum voltage

.Base Case 2

Light Load

Maximum dispatch

Transient rotor angle stability, thermal and minimum
voltage

Base Case 3

light Load

98 % dependable dispatch

Maximum voltage and Reactive devices switching

Base Case 4

No Load

98% dependable dispatch

Energization
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(10) Thermal ratings: Thermal ratings of monitored circuits are listed in Table 6. Thermal ratings were
provided by Hydro One Networks ]nc. and were calculated for summer weather conditions based on
an ambient temperature of 30°C and wind speed of 4 km/h. The continuous ratings for the
conductors were calculated at the lower of the sag temperature or a 93°C operating temperature. The
LTC ratings for the conductors were calculated at the lower of the sag temperatut•e or a 127°C
operating temperature. The STL ratings were calculated at the sag temperature with 1 UO%
continuous pre-load.
'i'~Es€~. tip ;~1E3i~~tE~r~~ci c~~'€:~~it~ i~~ir~te~r~~t~c=r•~~~~xl t~~aEira~;
Section

Continuous

LTE Rating

STE Rating

To

Amps

Amps

Amps

Ear Falls TS

Selco JCT

230

230

23Q

Selco 1CT

Siate Falis JCT

230

230

23Q

Slate Falls 1CT

Golden Patricia 1CT

230

230

230

Golden Patricia JCT

Etruscan JCT

230

230

230

Circuit
From

E1C

E4D

5.3

EtruscanJCT

PlacerJCT

230

230

z3Q

Placer JCT

Placer 1CT

230

230

230

Placer JCT

Pickle Lake SS

340

340

340

Pickle Lake SS

Musselwhite CSS

34Q

340

340

Ear Falls TS

Scout Lake JCT

470

470

470

Scout Lake JCT

Dryden TS

470

470

470

Energization Assessment

As per ORTAC, the 11 S kV and 23Q kV voltage levels in Northern Ontario must not exceed 132 kV and
250 kV, respectively.
Without the incorporation of the project, the energization sequence for the Ear rails area starts with E4D,
then E2R,then ~1 C and ends with M 1 M.
After the incorporation of the project, an energization sequence could start with D26A (or either D26A
Dryden TS by Tgnace 2 Jct or Mackenzie TS by Ignace 2 Jct), then the new 230 kV circuit, then M 1 M,
then E4D from Dryden TS, then E2R, and ends with ElC(opened or closed at Ear Falls TS). For an B4D
outage, the energization sequence would start with D26A, then new 230 kV circuit, then MIM,then ~1C
and ends with E2R. Table 7 summarizes what reactive power compensation is required to energize line
without exceeding maximum voltage levels. The specific details are provided in sub-sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2
and 5.3.3.

;Pickle Gake TS
40 Mvar at 220 kV

5.3.1

Ear Falls TS
10 Mvar at 118.1 kV

All elements in-service

Energizing the new 230 kV circuit from D26A will cause voltage levels at Ignace SS, Pickle Lake TS,
Pickle Lake SS and Musselwhite CSS to exceed maximum permissible voltage levels as shown in Table
8. Accordingly, 3Q Mvar at 220 kV of inductive reactive power compensation is required to be connected
to the new 230 kV circuit at Pickle Lake TS to reduce the voltages to within acceptable levels.
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~I~tslri~~ 7~: ~~:~ier;;iz,~tir,~t ~fs64E~~„~~ I€~~ ei>

Project incorporated

Project incarparated -with inductive 30
IVlvar at220 kV at Pickle lake TS

Dryden TS

Maximum
continuous
volts~e
(kV)
250

234,9

233.6

Mackenzie TS

250

246,7

242.2

Facility Name

Voltage(kV)

ignace SS

250

L63,9

7.4 .6

Pickle Lake TS

250

287,3

243.4

Pickle Lake SS

132

150

1~~

M usselwhite CSS

132

150

l~l

5.3.2

Dryden TS reactor R22 or R23 out of service

Energizing the new 230 kV circuit from D26A will cause voltage levels at Ignace SS, Pickle Lake TS,
Pickle Lake SS and Musselwhite CSS to exceed maximum permissible voltage levels as shown in Table
9. Accordingly, 40 Mvar at 220 kV of inductive reactive power compensation is required to be connected
on the new 230 kV circuit at Pickle Lake TS to reduce the voltages to acceptable levels.
'I"stl~[e ~~: ~9:~~c~r•~i~:~tt:i«~i ~ ~rl~<~~;e ~~s e6w

Prajectincorporated

Project incorporated -with inductive 40
Mvar at 220 kV at Pickle Lake TS

Qryden T$

Maximum
continuous
yQ~ta e
g
(kV)
250

Zgg,g

247,2

Mackenzie TS

250

244,2

243.5

Ignace SS

250

25Z

249.3

Pickle Lake TS

250

256.4

?4$•6

Pickle Lake SS

132

134.6

130.8

M usselwhite CSS

132

134.6

130.$

facility Name

5.3.3

Voltage(kV)

115 kV circuit E4D out of service

Energizing the new 230 kV circuit from D26A will cause voltage levels at ]gnace SS, Pickle Lake '1,5,
Pickle Lake SS, Musselwhite CSS and Ear Palls TS to exceed maximum permissible voltage levels as
shown in Table 10. Accordingly, 40 Mvar at 220 kV of inductive reactive power compensation is required
to be connected to the new 230 kV circuit at Pickle Lake TS, and 10 Mvar at 1 18.1 kV of inductive
reactive power compensation is required at Ear Falls TS, as shown in Figure 4. If a static device is to be
employed at Ear Falls TS, it must be connected to a single 115 kV circuit breaker or circuit switcher and
be capable ofauto-switching based on voltage settings provided by the lESO as shown in Figure 4.
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Facility Name

Maximum
continuous
voltage
(kV)

project incorporated

Voltage (kV)
Project incorporated -with inductive RO
~var at 220 kV at Pickle Lake TS and
inductive 10 Mvar at 11&.1 kV at Ear Falis
TS
233.6

Dryden TS

250

Zgp,g

M ackenzie TS

250

Zg2.1

242.2

Ignace SS

250

246.9

248.6

Pickle Lake TS

250

Z5 ,2

<.::3 ~?

Pickle Lake SS

132

135

~~-'

M usselwhite CSS

132

X35

i27

Ear Falls TS

132

151.5

131.6

E1C

'

E.~r Faiis TS

~=g~t~re~ ~. r~.~c~~~t~atf(e e~~t~F~e~etir~~t sas~e~<tr~ ~:~t~~:nf ('<~r <~ ~C<t~~c ir~~f~rctaw~c~ c~e~€c~fi~~~ k~~~~~ic€. G~~ ~~:a~ E~<~Elw '~~~

Maximum Voltage Level Assessment

5.4

ORTAC states that for recognized planning events, the following criteria shall be satisfied:
The pre-contingency and post-contingency voltages on 115 kV buses must not be more than 132
kV, and on 230 kV buses must not be more t11an 250 kV;
The voltage change following a contingency must not exceed 10% pre-ULTC at~d 10% postULTC on both 1 I S kV and 230 kV buses.

•
•

Table 11 summarizes what inductive reactive power compensation is required to ensure that the
maximum allowable voltage levels are not exceeded with E1C closed at Ear Falls TS. The specific
findings are described in detail in sub-sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
'
t'<~~itc: ~~. ~~r~t~~~~.~~~~~ ~f'~ttE{i~~it~~~~l ~-~t~~ir€~r~te~tt~~ -- ~'[~~:~~~~r~~ff~ <aitc~~%~t~~€€~ vo~€~a~;c~. de~~~€
Ignace S5
Pickle lake 7S ~
40 Mvar at 220 kV
40 Mvar at 118.1 kV

5.4.1

All elements in-service

As shown in Table 12, without the 40 Mvar, at 220kV, inductive reactive power compensation at Pickle
Lake TS required in Table 7, voltages exceed the maximum permissible voltage levels in ORTAC.
Therefore, this reactive compensation will be required to be in service whenever the new 230 kV line is in
18
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service. To allow the line to remain in service when the reactive compensation at Pickle Lake is
unavailable, an additional 40 Mvar at 220kV of inductive reactive power compensation is also required at
Pickle Lake TS. If two static devices are to be employed to meet this requirement, each device must be
connected by a motorized disconnect switch, where one motorized disconnect switch is operated normally
closed and the other motorized disconnect switch is operated normally open as shown in Figure 5.
'~'~~~~~ 1~: ~'`~~cti-co~~~f~a~~-~~€~w• <<olta~e te~~cE~

Projectincarporated

Dryden TS

Maximum
continuous
valtage
(kV)
250

234,8

233.6

Mackenzie TS

250

246,E

242.2

Ignace SS

250

251.6

7i~S•h

Pickle Lake TS

250

Z~p.Z

2.4"3.4

Pickle Lake SS

132

137_.6

17.1

M usselwhiteCSS

132

1,3Z,G

i2;'

Facility Name

Voltage (kV)
Project incorporated -with inductive 40
Mvar at 220 kV at Pickle Lake TS

~~ ~ ~'

.~ ~~ 2 x 40 Mvae

Pitkie Lake TS

~'~~~at•e ~. ,~€~ee~tf~E~~~ ~€,}r~r~e~c~i€~~~ ~~e•s°~a~~~;~~~e~~t ti€~~• ~t.~ts`c .~~~<~~~c~~~rc. ttevi~~~ F►t [''i€~tt: t.r~~c~. `F,

5.4.2

Dryden TS reactor R22 out of service

The loss of reactor R23 at Dryden TS results in voltages at Dryden TS, Mackenzie TS, Ignace SS, Pickle
Lake TS and Pickle Lake SS higher than the maximum permissible voltage levels. Accordingly, 40 Mvar
at 220 kV of inductive reactive power compensation is required at lgnace SS as shown in Table 13.
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[~<~ip~c (.;: ~pe~sa[-c~~~~i~ir~<~~r~~~~ ~~tEtt.€;~~~ _ l_,a~~~~ Grf~ ~~Z3 ,~~ ~~~~r~va~c~~~ "~~`~

Facility Name

Precontingenc
Y {kV)&e

Project incorporated -Loss of R23 at
pryden TS
pre-ULTC
Post-ULTC
Voltage
oho
Voltage
~o
(kV)
(kV)

Dryden TS

245.4

254.5

3.7

253.6

3.34

Mackenzie TS

243,3

246.7

1~a

245.1

0.7

Ignace SS

249

Pickle Lake TS

249.7

255.2

Pickle Lake SS

130.4

133.7.

"L55.3

Project incorporated -with inductive QO
Mvar at 220 kV at Ignace SS
Pre-ULTC
Post-ULTC
Voltage
~o
Voltage
~o
(kV)
(kV)
1.9
1.7
ti49.6
2~~~
?~4.3

0.~1

7~t?

-0.1

)4g

-0.4

254.2

21

?~~

0

2.2

254

1.~

249.3

-0.1

243.8

-0.4

2,1

132.4

1,5

~-3t~

0.3

7.30

0.3

2.5

Tf a static device is to be employed at Tgnace SS, it must connected to a single 230 kV breaker as shown in
Figure 6 and must auto-switch according voltage settings provided by the TESO.
026A

€;nace 2 Juncfian':~~

%.__.4_

Il;nace SS

~~[~Rtst°€~ Er: :~€~s~~~~~f~€f~l~ €~d~~~~ac~c~S:ii7x~ ti~t~a°<~s~~~;€r~~tres~t €`r~~~ <~ .v~<~€ic~ .~~~t~s~~~~~~t€~(~i~:<;~ ~ca~iEtc~t~~~c~ Et~rs~ic~~~ <Et (~;br>ttti
°~ ~;

5.5

Minimum Voltage Levels Assessment

ORTAC states that for recognized planning events, the following criteria shall be satisfied:
• The pre-contingency voltages on 115 kV buses must not be less than 113 kV, and on 230 kV
buses must not be less than 220 kV;
• The post-contingency voltages on 115 kV buses must not be less than 108 kV, and on 230 kV
buses must not be less than 207 kV;
• The voltage change following a contingency must not exceed 10% pre-ULTC and 10% postULTC on both 115 kV and 230 kV buses.
Table 14 summarizes the conditions that were studied with EIC operated closed at far Palls TS. In all of
these cases, even with 40 Mvar of inductive reactive power compensation connected at Pickle Lake TS,
voltages were above the rninimutn allowable voltage levels.
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~~~Yt>(e l~~~ [~i~;4 t~E'vfrEf[ic~t# ~;€~c~E~<~ri<r.w

Base Case

Base Case 1 & 2

5.6

outage

Gonfingency

Requirements

None

None

None

None

E4D

None

None

D26A

None

None

F23D

None

None

K24F

None

None

F25A

None

D26A (Dryden TS x Ignace 2 Jct)

E4D

None

D26A (Dryden TS x Ignace 2 Jct )

F25A

None

D26A (Dryden TS x Ignace 2 Jct )

E1C

None

D26A (Dryden TS x Ignace 2 Jct)

E2R

None

D26A (Dryden TS x Ignace 2 Jct)

M1(VI

None

P26A ( Ignace 2 Jct x Mackenzie TS)

EQD

None

D26A ( Ignace 2 Jct x Mackenzie TS)

FZSA

None

D26A ( Ignace 21ct x Mackenzie TS)

E1C

None

D26A(Ignace 21ct x Mackenzie TS)

EZR

None

D26A ( Ignace 2 Jct x Mackenzie TS)

M1M

None

Reactive Power Device Switching Assessment

Reactive power compensation devices should be sized to ensure that voltage declines ar rises following
switching operations will not exceed 4% of steady state rms voltage. This 4% is calculated before tap
changer action using a voltage dependent load model (e.g. P a V''S,and Q a Vz).
A switching study of the two 40 Mvar at 220 kV static devices at Pickle Lake TS, if employed, was not
needed because the devices will only be switched when the new 230 kV circuit is de-energized.
Table 15 shows that switching 40 Mvar at 220 kV at Cgnace SS does not violate ORT'AC's maximum
switching voltage change criteria at Ignace SS.
~~'F~E~rEt' f ~ ,~ ~~~, ~t i i ir.~; ~ttF~l~,~ ~-t~^~€tlt~ - ~(E ~~~tr~~~ ttt ~'#1 f~~' <~[ [;„~t~~~€~e '~~

Facility Name

Outage

Before Switching
(k~)

Ignace SS

D26A (Dryden TS x ignace 2 Jct)

245

After Switching 40 Mvar at 220
kV at Ignace SS~
kV
240

2

Table 16 shows that switching 10 Mvar, at 118.1 kV, at Ear Falls 1'S does not violate ORTAC's
maximum switching voltage change criteria at far Falls TS.
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"I~~€t7lE~ tf~: ~~v ptE~f¢ic3;~ ~PrrE~~~ r-~°~:ts~tw - fi t} ~~~~e~:s~~ <~t 8 ~~. t I4~` z~E ~:~~r~ ~=<i~f~. ~~~ti

5.7

Facility Name

Outage

Before Switching
~~~}

Ear Falls TS

E4D

135

After Switching 10 Mvar at
118.1 kV at Ear Falis TS
kV
%a
130.9
3.5

Transient Rotor Angie Stability Assessment

As per the ORTAC, the power system must be stable following design criteria contingencies. Currently,
the loss of E4D will disconnect Manitou Calls GS and Ear Falls GS from ICG. However, after the
incorporation of the project, these generating stations will remain connected following the loss of E4D
assuming that El C is operated closed at Ear Falls TS.
Rotor angle responses of the units at Matlitou Palls GS and Ear Palls GS following the loss of E4D are
presented in Figure 7 with 40 Mvar at 220kV of inductive reactive power compensation incorporated at
Pickle Lake TS, illustrating post-contingency instability. Therefore, automatic rejection for individual
generating units at Manitou Falls GS and Ear Falls GS via a Remedial Action Scheme(RAS) is required
following the loss of E4D. This RAS is expected to be classified as a Type 3.

o.v0000

~.z000
T IME

z.0000
ISECOND51

z. a000

3. e000

~li~;~~r•e'7: t'€~~~-cr~x~fi►~~;enew~ e•«~crr .~~t~te r•ev~~c~~tses ~'<~r 1~'i~tt~i£ci~t ~'all~ ~r;~ ~t~~ci C~;a~• ~~:~IE~ ~ ; ~~t; ~ ,
f~€~~it~~v~n~ ~4ae l~~w~ ~>f' ;~:C3

5.8

Voltage Stability Assessment

As per the ORTAC, there must be sufficient margin from the voltage instability point, with loads modeled
as constant MVA, such that the maximum pce-contingency transfer is the lesser af:
•

22

apre-contingency power transfer that is 10% lower than the voltage instability point of the precontingency Power-Voltage (P-V) curve, and
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• apre-contingency power transfer that results in apost-contingency power flow that is 5% lower
than the voltage instability point of the post-contingency P-V curve
Currently, the loads at Ear Falls TS and on 115 kV circuits E2R, M3E, E1C and M1M are radially
supplied from Dryden TS through 115 kV circuit E4D. Accordingly, the loss of E4D will result in the
disconnection of these loads from TCG.
After the incorporation of tl~e project, the loads at far falls 'I'S and on 115 kV circuits E2R, M3E, ElC
and M1M will remain connected following the loss of B4D, assuming that EIC is operated closed at Ear
Falls TS. As a result, the loads at Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS will be the most downstream loads
supplied radially from E1C, and will accordingly have the lowest voltage stability limit. 1'he total
reactance of E1C is 0.9018 pu which is 2.75 times the total reactance of ~4D (0.32778 pu). Therefore, the
voltage stability limit at Ear Falls TS when supplied from E1 C is less than when it is supplied from E4D.
The Power—Voltage (P-V) curve at Ear Falls TS following the loss of E4D is presented in Figure &with
40 Mvar at 224kV of inductive reactive power compensation incorporated at Pickle Lake TS. The postcontingency voltage stability limit for the load supplied from Bar Falls TS is 43.5 MW. To ensure postcontingency voltage stability for the loss of E4D, a RAS that detects the loss of E4D and rejects load is
required such that at most 41 MW at 0.9 lagging power factor on the high voltage buses at Red Lake TS
and Balmer CTS remains connected, accounting for active power transmission losses in BZR, This RAS is
also expected to be classified as a Type 3 RAS,
130

125

v
;
° 120
0
an

m
115

110
35

37

39

41

43

45

47

Active Power(MW}
~'i tt~'e ~: I'~y~;~ ~~;,:(i~ :~~~tc~~ ~~'-~' ~:[~~~t~c~ pit ~~~tz• i~<<~If~ 'T`;~ hta:, t'f~[~z>~~~ir~ri t~~e ~<f~~ «fi` ~~:~~~~
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5,9

Thermal Assessment

The ORTAC specifies the following criteria for thermal loading of transmission facilities:
•

With all the transmission facilities in service, equipment loading must be within continuous
ratings

•

With one element out of service, equipment loading must be within applicable long-term ratings.

•

With two elements out of service, equipment loading must be within applicable short-term ratings

Table 17 summarizes the studied scenarios for the thermal assessment. With the two RASs described in
sections 5.7 and 5.8 in service and with E1C operated closed at Ear Falls TS, no thermal rating violations
were observed.
'~'<~k~~~ 17: Ilia a4`;,(r~ctiec~ se~et~~€r~it~~ t`t~~~ l~c:r€~~<~I at~~e5w~~~t~ ~~t

5.10

Base Case

Outage

Contingency

Additional
Requirements

Base Case 1 & 2

None
None
None
None
None

None
E4D
E1C
E2R
M1M

None
None
None
None
None

Load Security and Restoration

The ORTAC specifies the following criteria for load security criteria:
a. With one element out of service, not more than 150 MW of load may be interrupted by
configuration.
b. With two elements out of service, planned load curtailment or load rejection exceeding 150
MW is permissible only to account for local generation outages. Not more than 600 M W of
load may be interrupted by configuration and by planned load curtailment.

..

If E1C is closed at Ear Falls TS, then for the loss of E4D, a maximum of 29.1 MW of load at Red Lake
TS, Balmer CTS and Perrault DS would be interrupted based on the load forecast for 2030. Although,
ORTAC does not permit load rejection with one element out of service, without the project a maximum of
98.7 MW of load at Red Lake TS, Balmer CTS, Ear Falls TS, Crow River DS, Slate Falls DS, Perrault
Palls DS, Late Lake DS, Musselwhite CTS and Esker CTS would be interrupted following the loss of
E4D. Therefore, the project improves load security in the area.
If E1C is open at Car Falls TS, then for the loss of E4D, a maximum of 70.1 MW of load at Red Lake TS,
Balmer CTS, Perrault DS and Ear Falls TS would be interrupted based on the load forecast for 2030;
which is within the 150 MW permitted by ORTAC. It should be noted that without the project, a
maximum of 98.7 MW of load at Red Lake TS, Balmer CTS, Ear Falls TS, Crow River DS, Slate Falls
DS, Perrault Falls DS, Cate Lake DS, Musselwhite CTS and esker CTS would be interrupted following
the loss of E4D.
ORTAC states that the transmission system must be planned such that, following design criteria
contingencies on the transmission system, affected loads can be restored with the restoration times listed
below:
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Impact on System Reliability

a. All load must be restored within approximately a target of 8 hours.
b. When the amount of load interrupted is greater than 1 SOMW, the amount of load in excess of
I SOMW must be restored within approximately a target of4 hours.
c. When the amount of load interrupted is greater than 250MW,the amount of load in excess
of 250MW must be restored within a target of 30 minutes.
If E1C is operated closed at Ear Falls TS, then for a permanent fault on ~4D,load at Perrault DS and 282
MW at Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS will be interrupted.
If ~1C is operated open at Ear Falls TS, then for a permanent fault on E4D, loads at Ear Falls TS, Red
Lake TS, Balmer CTS and Perrault DS will be interrupted. The project can help in restoring Car falls TS
load and up to 4] MW at a lagging power factor of 0.9 from Red Lake TS and Balmer CTS loads, by
closing E1 C at Ear Falls TS.
— end of Document
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PIA — Sagata~y tgnatc Jvnttian x Picl~le E.ake 230kV Lire

(~evisic}n: 1

Disclaintier
This F're>tc~c#€can ImEacact Assessme~ifi leas l~«_:sn ~r~~wred salaly far the IE~C) fc~r thF ~aur~se «f cissistin~
the IES(J iii pr~~~ri~~g the Sy$t~rn I~r^a~acti Assessme~it fr~r tl~~ ~_~r~~s~t~ ~~r~ne~tic~n of tf~re ~,ropt~setf
transmi~si~n facilities to file fESC7—co~~tc~slle grid. This r~~~ort has «cat L~+~en ~~repared for airy other
~~.~r~as~r arch should not be usec! ar re{iec~ upon !~y a~~y p~rsr~n, incfuclinc~ t~~ cor~necfiio~i a~plicai7t,
fir a~7y atF~~r F~~ur~asa.
This Pr;:rP~ctif,n Impact ,4ssess~aent was pre~:,cir~d l~a~~.cl crn inf~nTiation ~ravie~ed tc~ tl~e IE~U ~nc:l
Hyc~~o Cane 1~y t17~ eorr~~ec.tic~r~ a~~ficcir,t ire tf~~ a~~a[i~atic~n to ~pe{~~st a c~nner_.~i~an ass~+~ssrri~+i~t at the
tine tl~e ei~s~ssmer~P way ecirrie~# rout. 1t is ii~ten~l~~ f~ I~i~~hlic~ht sic~i~ificc~nt in~gxrc:ts, if crny, ~o affieci~el
transmiss~un C:~rot~cti~ne. acrrly ire thF f:~r<>jarp r~ev~l~_>pr~ei~t ~~rc~<~Q,~. Thy: results r}F this Fr~tecfioi~ (n-i{>trefi
Assessment r_~re. cols« suk~ject t~ chanr~e fc~ r~r_r_r~n-~rnadat~ the require+-n~nts o~ the IE~~~? e nd other
rec~ulatary ~r I~~al req~ar~m~,r~ts. lip ac[d€tion, further issues car rcrnz.et'ns mcsy I~p ide~ntifier~ !:ry Nyclr«
C>i~~ cPuring Nye detailed clPsic~n pl-~asp tk~t~t mc~y require cl~a~~gss fio equi~mey~f cl~arr.~cteristics c~nd/<ar
c~nfiguraEi«i~ #r~ er~surF cam~,(ianc~ wit11 fih~ Trai~smossic~n Syst~in Crude I~c~al rac~uiremenks, c~nd c~i~y
c~~~spli~c~{~le r~lscst~~l~ifi~ s~a~c~ards, ~r to aec~mmcxirat~ csny ci~ar~~es tQ the iES<a-c~i~trolle~ grid that
may hc~ue occurred iiti khe m~untime,
Hy~6ro Oi7~ sl~al~ not lae I~crbf~ to Gny third taarfy1 inelucling fihe cailne~tic~~} c~~,plicai~t, ~v~iich uses tli~
results ~~ ti7~ F'rofied:tion ~~pact Ass~$smen# under airy circums~anc~s, whet~~er tiny of ~I~e s~rid lic~l~i~ity,
(~s~ or cfcimcig~s arises iii coi~trc~ct, tart ~r c~fl~Prwise.
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PIA - Sagatay Ignace Junction x Fickle kake 230kV Line

Rc~~sion: 1

i itvrac~aucrior~
~.t

GEr,~~a,~

This PIA study is ~~r~~c~red fur the 1~5C~~ t<~ assess fihe pr.~tentinl impact ref tl7e proposed tl~e
connection
k}etwee~7 lie~~s C>26A and E 1 C. Thy ~rimc~ry focus of this study is oil rarclt~ctint} Nydry
i~~w
C>ne syatem equiprner~t while meeting IESC:> Syst€~m R~lic~l~ilify Criteriey. Tk~e sh~dy~ is based on
technical elatca a~ new tci}~, lines, trGns#armors, etc. cis E~rovicled try tl7e ~x~~onent.
1.2

DESCRIPTIc~N OF THE PROPC7SED CoNhJECTtC)N

Se~gaPay Trc,i~smissic~r~ Lf' is seeking thy: ~.~ew~la~sment of a ne~a 2~~' 3 km ~6nc~l~ r.irr_t~it 23~>kV
transmisso-r_>n line frr,im C~ryc~ei~/Igrac~ce:area t» pickle lcfl~e. This line will j~~i~i the 23(~kV line U~E}A t~~
the 1 1 .5kV ling E 1 c, Ir w~ili be r~~nn~cte~~l thrc>~~~I~ u 3 breakHr rind l3~s $witcl•~iny ~tatian (ref~renrecl
as picky 1c~ke SS ~~, this cic~c~m~ent~, a 2 k~reaker 1 15:23C~kV 1'rc~nsformer Station (references# as
~c~c~atcay TS~, anc! a ~i~7c~fs breaker 5vritcl~ing Stc~tiQn (ref~rencad as Sa~}atcry SSy.
As illustrated in Fick. 4:
• i~ickEe Lake SS wilE hcsve ter~nina{ pt~ints far.. ~.in~ (i7ar~ed as 4:.1M in this document Fa
Craw River CAS ar~d M~rssePwhit~ CSS, E1C to Ec~r Falls FS, crud u sf~c~rk li~~ to the
5agatay TS.
• The authirans~oraner (YY~ rated as lUflj133/167I~hVA~ ia~ Sac~atay TS will 8~~
I:,~~c~ncled by tlt~ tw~a k~reaker~ c~nc! cr~nnec~t throUe~h a sl~~7rt ling to the Pick. lake ~~S can
tl7~ 1 15kV :~ystem. The MV breaker oaf Pl~e c~utatransfarmer will r~~nnect fc> tl~«:+ new line
t~rmincrtir7~j crt SG~~atay ;iS.
• Seigcsfc~y S`' will cc:~nnAc~t P<7 C)~E~A thr«ue~h ~-a single breaker.
• Two in-line switches will Ise c~~Jeled Gt Igr~ace Z )~t, where Sa~atciy 55 will ~}e tci{aped.

l.~

AS5UMPTIt7N

Thy ~aratec:tic~n cl~si~n Gnd s~ttinc~s cat the plaint cif Cc~mm~ri Cai7~~e~t equipment must l7e
a~prc~v~cl E~y HC~Ni far t17a ~~ur~ose 4f prutecti+~~i cc~ordincrti~~n betw~ei~ f-fC>Nf c~nd fil-~E prapc~i~ent.
Tel~ec~mm~nicati«n aie~ed ~aroteckioi7 s~~hame fc~r t3ir~ i}ew lines will 1-~~ rep:{uirecl.
In tlirs document, ct Es cissumec! tl~crt Hyclro t=)ne awns Picky lak5 ~S, canr~ I~neice 2 Jct.; anal
117e pr~~~~~~nerrt <-~wn, S~iguic~y T5, Sac~c~t~.~y 5S c,nd tha anew 23ta{,V eircuit.

7.4

DE5CRIRTlG7fV CtF THE EXISTING PRt7TECTION SYSTEM

~: rcuit EiC: is a 2F>~km fc>ng 1 15kV radial ling which connects to N1Usselwhite (~~5. Thy line
the~~ continues oil as customer awed ~iccuit aril Iv1 #or Un«ther 1$C~km t~rminc~ti~i~ at 2 custarn~r
ownet~ fircrns~armer stations. The existing raeotection k~ere from Et~r Fcr11s TS is ~~ direct aver reach€ng
scheme with insfanta~~eovs and fim~c~ zu~ie~. There Grp i~c.~ teler~arotectian circuits far E 1 ~~.
Circ~~Ff C32E>A is ca ~74km Ir~n~ 1~OkV line I~etwaei~ Dryden TS c~nd Mackei~zi~ TS. The
~2ralactiari schen-~E utilizes ~irec~tic~nc:l €~'~ampe~risvri Bluc.kinc~ ~C~~:~~~ rand Permis~ev~ (~verreach~nc~
Transfer Trippii7y ~PC>TTJ using Paw~r Ling Cc~rri~r Flt::}. T6~i~re Gre currently jio trfE~~ ~n this line.
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PIA — Sagatay Ignac~ Junction x {pickle Lake 23t3kV Line
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p1A —Saga#av ic~nacc Junct~an x P cklc Lake Z3C3kV Line

~C~viSir~n~: 1
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~'.2

R~v~sic,n

SPECIFIC P(~OTECTIOh1 REGtUIREMENTS

~.~.t Dryden 75
Thy conai~cti<~n of this new line cheinges D2bA frE~rrt r~ 2 ei~clec9 line to a 3 e~ncler~ line. Thca crd~lilion
of ca third end fio tl~e line h~.ks limited effect a~~ tl~e crpporeo-~t impecicin~_:e die try its law fciult
c~antri{~utian.
— Thy E.~roteeti~n c~nd cc~ntrca) system dasic~n for C}2F~A shall cai~sidFr rEl~v~-~nt
interlackinc~jei~c~k~ling functions l~as~~!
- on tine status of the twct in-line switches kc~ be
Ensta~l~c! c~fi Igi~u~,e 2 kf_ Thy details will Ise +~ecicl~el clurrn~ tl~e ~fetail~d cless~n st<i~c.
— Thy s~~tinc~s sf~c~ll lie ui~date~! to reflect the new im~_~~cla~ces and distances b ne{crest
terminals.
— Zc~n~ 1 settir~c~s sht~ll be u~clatec~ t~ 75/$Q"r'o (for grauncE c~i~r~ phase respec#6velyj of the
~os~tive ~sque~c~ 1€ire in~Ea~elance lr~ S~rga~ay 55.
— Due tcx the v✓ec~k iii Feed from tie n+~w Eine+, tl~e existing ~7(~B ai~cl Pt~TT schema
combination ~wi81 he chcang~~l tc:~ loth Three-Tsnninc~l-D(~B schemes.
— Duaf Tele~r~~tection circuifs sl~a(! l~ built tc~ send/rec~iv~ trG~isfer trip ai7cl l-alc~,=kind
signals to!'fran Sc~c~ak~y 5S.
— t~4rcl~fy ex siii7~ pre~Fe~tirrn system cis n~casscicy try accr_,~rzmodc~E~ tl7e naw installation.
Thy ~xistin~ t~leprcatecxi~n utr~iz~:s P~aw~~ Li~~e Carrier, a~7d tk~e use cif kltiis try Scrc~atay SS shUld I.~e
BX ~~CrrGL~.

Table 4: Nei`• Sertiita.s 137t~ foe I1E-~•cien I''~ L7?6.-~
$~+ttinc~ G~tc~ fckr C?iyde~~ T~ C)1bA
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Revision: 1

2.2.2 Mackenzie TS
The ran~~er_tic~i} of fihis new king chein~es D2bA fr~~m c~ 2 encl~c! line to a 3 ende~f lime. The rad~fiti~.~ri
tat e~ third end to tl-~~ Irnp hers (imitec~ effect can the c:~_~~ar~nt inz~ec3cinca clue to its Ic~w fnulf
<.antril~~tipri.
— The yarotecti~-~37 and central system design F~~r C72E~A shctl~ crl~~sicl~r tefH~~ant
rr~terio~~kii~c~jei~ablinc# fz~n<~ti~~i~s k~asc~cl on the stah.~s cif the tw~~ in-Isi~e switches fo fie
iiist~alled c~fi k~nc~~_e 2 a~f. ZI~e tl~trsiis will be ~~ecidecl clursn~ tli~ cl~tciilEc~ cl~sic~n sFq~~{~.
— The sFi~ir~c~s shcsll lie u{:~cfaked to re€ier.# the npw im~~dcfi~ces an~-I c3isT~_Fnces t~ neiar~st
t~ranii~als.
— Zc-~r~s 7 s~ttir~c~s shcill Ise u~dGted tea 75f#30G<~ (for c~rauncl cPnc! ~ahcssF r~s~~~r_tively) ~~f the
p~sikive sequ~r~c~ lii-~~ rm~:reclance tc~ Sa~atciy 5S.
— due kff the weak iii Eeecl ~~om the nerFr li~~, ~I~e exist~n~ C)~'B crncl P(~T~ c~~mbinatic~n
scheme will ~e c~c~i-~c~~c! to bath Three-Terminal-C~CB schemes.
— Duaf te~e~t~rofe~ioi~ circviFs s~ts~l Sae b~ri~~ to send/reeeiv~ t~ai~sf~r tri~~ and I~lockin~ si~~7als
try/from Sar~atay SS.
— hhudify existing ~re~tect€ran syst~cr~ css necessp~y tc:t c~c~amanc~deste the new ii-~sfir~Ifatic~n_
TaUle ,: ~Ie~~= 5etting~ D~t~ fai• 1lacl~eiuie T`~ Lt2~~
Sri#inc C?ata fc~r Mackenzie TSB C)26A
Mo~~l
Geld s
Elem~nf Sch~~e
C~C~a
A21G1 E~UI~/TT
C~.d
A21 G2 L7t~R/~/€~B C~6C~
Dc~Cj
A21 G3 [)R~
atJR/1T
Db~7
A21 p~
EK7RI~I~B b6~3
A21 P~
t~.~
C~~it~
A21 P3
DRB
L7lJK/l~f
~,EL321-1
B21C~1
S~L321-1 tJ.4
B21G~ t7t=~R,~Tf/F'
S~L~~I-1
B21G:~ GRU
~~L321-1
UtJ~/TT
B21P1
SEL~21-7 t7.4
CK:)k/1~jP
B21 PZ
S~L321-1
DRE3
B21 P3

Settings t~)k~ms Prin~sc~ r
Exisrinc~ ~
b~.5
1 a5.~
55.0
E~7.7
l d~.~
55..4
~>d.~
104.8
C)NE
t,7.7
1 Ufi.8
CANE

hJ~w
34
1 t~~I
33
36.4
10&
2~
~~
104
~;:3
;~r,.4
1 UE~
29

2.2.E Sagatay 55
— The ~~roteckio~ c~nc1 car~tral system clesic~i7 for E~~6A shall consider relevant
interlocking/enabling functir~i~s be~s~c~ an the stats~s o~ tha fiwa in-lii7e switches t~ k~a
Enstalled of l~r~uc~ 2 Jc-~_ The ~f~t~ils wile ~e ~ecidee~ clur~n~ tl~~ eletc~ilad clesi~~ stac~~.
— R~dun~nnt'A' c~nd'B' ling ~rotertiaitis shall 1~ ~arr~vic~~d in Scrgatay SS fae line i~~bp,.
— C7ue t~ tha lu~,r fault co~itributirr~ from t3~e new fine, the a~~~7ttr~nt im~3eticince as seen Fr<_~m
thi$ stc~Pi~an Ie~okinc~ ovt ii~t~a U2F~f~, is very high. Therefc~ra tl~~ DC:B scl~ea-n~ is chosen tc-~
callow F~?r the s~rc~nc~ t~ri7iincsls L7rydan ckncl hhcac:kai~zFe try see cell fcsuits within ~~f lacr,t fh~~r
zr>n~ 2 s+~ttincts rrnd triF~, tanr~ lyi~cice wil! trs~> seq~.~enti~lly after pryclPn ctr ~vlackenzie
tries, or re~_~ive transfer tri ~~.
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kavision

— Zone 1 sattir~Js shc~il be updated to 7.5f$d%~ ~Eor c~i~~~und tn-cd phase res~er_.tive9y) of tl~e
pasEfive secju~nce lii1~ ~m~-a~clanc~ fi~ Qryd~i~ TS.
— Ze>n~ 2 s~tfiin~s sl~c~11 be set t~~ 125°.~ of tl~~ ~os~tiv~ sec{~rer-~cr~ im~eeiance to Mac4cen>ie
TS. :iet~ing this to tl~e maximum e~~rc~rei~t imi~adai~ce would k~e prohil3iti~rely Nigh sefiting
vcslue c~nc! therefore shall nut ~r~ done.
— Zctn~ 3 set~inc~ shcill 6R set fio 12.5% of il~te zc~n~ 2 s~ttincj Erorn ~ryclen I~ss filz~ f3c}tifive
s~yue~~c~ im~aclar~ce of the line.
— Breakar failure protection shall b~ insfctll~cf, acid frcansfEr triF~ shall Lie seat tc~ C)iy~-~en crud
Mat~kenzie iii t:ctse +7f k~reakwr failvr~.
— ~uc~) Tel~~r~fiection crrc~its slTcil) Ise l~uilf tc-a send/race ve transfer trip c~i-~d bl<_~ckin~3
sic~~~als to/fram Drydar~ Ta.
— [7ual Tile;7evtecti~~r1 r_irc_uits sl~a[I be ksuilt to se~id/receive tregnsfer tri~~ ane) k~l~>cking
s6ga~als tca/from lvlc~ck~r-~zi~ T5
— The existii-~y facilEties can C726A ~sre F'lC:, so ti7e fec~sibilil}~ of mcsking use of fihHs~ ~xistii~c~
.~ F~c~nnel~ shall 13e Rx~i~rec~.
— F~~cl~r-++~unt `A' a~7d `B' line ~rotertic}ns with ~rc~r~~r tal~~roter t~c>n scl7em~ shall !aa
~~r~~videcl fc~r t{~~ new 2glkm 230kV ling:, to m~~t fih~ r~~uirernent ~f TSC.
~'zl~le ~i; S~ttiu„s Ilat:r fe~~• Sa.~~et~~- SS D26~
El~.menh Sc~i~rne
€3+~lay (s~ ~efti~~gs (~khms prim~ry~
2S~
2i C 1
DEJR/1T
G~{~R/Tf
jE~B
57
21 Cat
0.4
l~~
~ i ~3
C~RP~
21 PT
ptJR/"T1~
31
11 ~2
G~C?R/TT/C~~ 0.4
5T
DRS,
~9
2 t P;~
x.2".4 Ear Falls TS
— With tl~e Giel~_lifinn of the Fickle like ~S pit thR ene~ of E 1 C;;, there ~s a ch~nr~¢ in
c~nfigurati~-~n from cr sir~~~le ended line I« c~ 2 e~icle~ line. A C~t_:B ,chemH shall Eye ufiliz~rl
iii this sitvatic-~i-~. The existing ~~roteetiz:,n is ct C?irec# C3v~rretichin~ scheriie.
— Zany 1 setl'sr~~s shall k-~e u~dc~tec! t~ 75/$C~`.%~ ~Eur grc>t,ncl r_}nc) ~~hase res~ecti~~efy) ~~f the
p<.>sitive sequence ~ii~e in~~~cic~rrce.
Zane
~ sAf~inc~s shell be set tc~ 125°% of the pc-~sitive sequence im~~edcrnce.
----— Z~r~~ 3 ~~v~rs~r [~le~+;ki~c~ shcsll be sit t~ 1 ~5°lo raf the Zone 2 settir~r~ ~f fl~~ oi~pc~site
terminal st~7ti~3n minus tl-~e ~~ositivE ~er~ver+~e irnp~cfa~ce o~ tha lime. 1.25"'(Z2-ZL1 }
— There shall be twtr~i~~ artcl Altan~c~te iel~~ro}ertiar~ si~i~e~8s s+-~t baiwrei~ Piwkl~ La3ce 5~ crr~d
Ear Fa41~ T~_
~li~C~tiy E';CIS'!II'1£~ ~~ft7teC~tt:~11 5'y~tem ors iier_a,sc.~ry t~-~ c~ccc,mi7~<adcit~ the ~7Nw insfiallatioi~i.
Talale': ~etditas L1a~n fc~r E.ar F~IIs T~ ,~i►d Pi~t~le Dal e ~+S EIC
Elem~«t Scher~re
Dalay (s~ Se#ti~~c~s (ohms prime~ry~
21 G 1
DIJR/TT
130
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21 C~2
2~~'1
1 1 P:~
2 ~ Z:~

DiJ~/TTfDB
C3lJRfTT
ac~R/TTJDB
C~C:B

C~.4
Q.4

REVFsion: 1

~2b
14i
226
57

2.2.5 Pickle Lake 55
— Pickle Luke ~`> shad be a rimy bus ~~crr7figurati~n with 3 {:~rpcikars. Ec:cl-~ ~~c~ir of I~reakers
tern~ineifies into the €r~llowii~c~:
c Ex~stinc~ E 1 <_
c~ Tl~e l~reakar of fihe eustom~r owr~et~ 1 15:2301~V trrai~sfurn7er, fc~rn7ing a sl~vrf line
to Se~gc,tc~y TS.
c> I'`dew C 1 M Irne tc~ Ntusselw9iite G:SS wit{ Crow River ~S cc~r~i~ectir~g ifs ~t.
-- Each ~r~ak~r shah l~av~ E~reak~r failure ~r~tectrc~r~, ar~~ will frig ~fF c~djcrc~nt zcanes
{inc~u~li~~e~ sending Frc~rrsE~r trip tc, remote sta~iar~~~ in case rf ~r~caker failure.
— R~elunde~nf'A' end `E' li~i~ ~~rotecfic~n vtil~zine~ C)~E~ scheme s~~~~~il b~ ~3r~vicled for Eit~;.
Tc~l~le 7 has tie pra~sec! se~ti~c~s_
— ~eelur~dc~i~t'A' ctnc~ `L~' iiai~ E~rc~te~tic~r~ utilizing cliffer~ntial sch~s~e shcfll he provicl~d for
Wipe shc~r~ lia~~ k~~~va~~i Pickle lake 55 c~o~+~ :icig~tay T~.
— ReelvndanP'A' cane! `B' ~.in~ Fxotecti<7n utiliziiiy diff~r~ntic~l scheme sl7al) E.ie F~re>vic#ecf for
~I~~ ling ~.taiy✓esn f'ickl~ Lake SS cane Muss~lwl~i#e t~SS. Linn c~iff~:r~ntic~f s~ttii~c~s will fcrk~
into accc~ur~t Flee `leakc:c~~ curref~t' of the aftcrcl~e~ ~rc~w Diver DS within its zana.
2.2.6 St~gatay TS
— R~clur~dc~i7t'A' c~nd'B" lips ~rotecti~ns utilizing cliffer~ntic~l scheme shall b~ C>ravicled fir
ti•~E sl-~crrt fide (~eEween Pickle fake SS arac~ SUgr_stay TS.
— Redunc~c~nt '~' c~nd 'E~' trca~~sfonrer clifferei}tial ~rot~ctians shr~l) l_~~ pr~_~vic3ed Fc~r the aut~~trc~nsforni~r_
— TP;a 2304:V cinc# 1 1 SkV I~reczk~rs shall pravacle k~rec~ker fc~ilur~ ~ro~~cti~~n, and will tri F:, ~>ff
c~clj~~c~nf zones (includii~og sending transfer frig tc~ remc~tF .~f~7ti~7ns~ in ~c}se ~~f k~real,ar
failure.
— F~c~dundc7iit'A' and `B' iir~e ~rot~cti~pns with ~~ro~~~r tel~protr~~fi 3n sehern~ shall be
F~r~.~viclec~ for the new 191{cm ~3t7kV line, to meefi the re~:~uiremer~t of TSt:.
2.2.T ~vtusselwhite CSS
— [~~~luncEc~nP'A' ernd'~' Mize ~ra~~cfiian utilizing diffe~~n~iaE scheme sl~al) be praviclec~ fur
t17e (i~ae ~etv~e~r~ PickE~ l.ak~ SS can~-~ Niussekwl-~ite C'SS. ling diff~rei~ticsl s~#tin~s wile tc~k~
ii~tr~ a~~aunP Fhe'I~a4~cac~~ ctrra~~~t' of t~~ aEtc~cl~ed brow River ~`~ within its z~n~_
— l21 ~itvtl M ~ree~ker shall ~r~vicSe k~r~ca(cer failure ~rat~ctic~~~ (rf i-~~~t existing), e~ncl wif) triF~
riff «cljac~:itt zoi~~s (inc~~Jt~ii~c~ sending trc~nsfar trig tc~ re~~nf~t~ stc~tir_~r~s~ iii case ~f breaker
fr~i lure.
— Existing prote<;.ti~~n aystem shall k~e reviewed anc( l_~e n~c~+:fified as i~ec~s~t~ty b
c~ee:c~m~nt7dc~te the new system <_c}r~~ic~urcrtic~i~.
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Re~;;i~~r~ 1

2.2.$ ignace 2 Jct.
— Two ir7-line switches will he inskc~llecl cat Ic~nace 2 Jet., as illustraied in Figure 4. Thas~ fwo
svvitrhes will i-~~t be ~ri~g~d b}~ prot~cti~~r~, anc4 will be canly us~cl tc~ facilitatr~ c~~~e.rat<,r
co~~~rol_
— T~-rE ~ratectio~i end ec~ntra) system clesic~n for C~2~A sl~afl consider reievcmt
interiockin~Jenal~ling f~ncti~ns €~Gs~c~ on f~is stafus of these fwc~ in-ling switches. The
cf~tails Wilk k~e ~€ecid~d cfurin~ tl~~ cl~tail~cl clesi~i~ stc~~e.

2.2..4 Proponent Requirements
— fn ~-~elditi~ai~erl try the t~cl~rxic;af rac;ui~~~riar~t s~~c.ifie~ fn se~.tit:,n 2.2.~~ ::~cic~r~tcty 55, secri<>~~
2.2.6 Sc~c~trt~ry TS, the }~rcapr~rre~~# shell ps+~viclp j:~ruJ7ar ~~rcatect on/tel~~_~rotecf~~n sys#ems
t~ C~rc~tect €t~ awn assts, anc€ tc~ m~~t TSt~: car7c~ IEaC) r~c~uiremPnts.
— Thy }~ro~a~sn~i~t sha31 ~arc~vide dual #el~camm~i~ic:ctti<:+n (~`~4aii~ c~i-~el ~~f.) l~efween Sac~cit~~y S'a
~i~d C7ryclen T~ for Q'~6A tc~ Ec~eilFtate bi-cfirettic~nc~) tr~i-~sEer Prij:~ c~nd bkackii7g
im~ementc~fion.
--- Tf~e ~ro~an~~~t she~~l ~~rovid~ dual telec:c~mmunicafivn (hhain ~ar~el /alt.} k~elw~~n Sc~r~~ifi~oy ~S
r_snd ~'vlacka~~~'r~ T5 For ~32t~A to fc~cilitcrte Iii-directi+~nai transfer trip ~n~cl bl~z~kinc~
ini;:,~emenfic~toon.
—~ The ~arap<_>n~i~st shcill ~~rc~vid~ dual o~~ti~:c~~-fi~~er ccsk~les l~etwp~n Pir.kl«~ lake SS Sagcitc,~~ T.`}
tc~ facilitate tha line cliff~~ential f:,r~t~rtirn ir7i~~l~menta#inn
~.3

T~~~•P~zorECTtat~
— N~ry dual te9ecamrr~unicafion iinlcs [~+~'tc~in ar~d Alt.) wiif k~~ required f~7r the ~rotectian of
E 1 C: at Ear Fcrlls TS and F'ickl~ Lrake SS_
— t~fet~r dual Fiber fel~cc~mrr~uaiicaBioi~ finks v,Fif~l ~~ r~quir~ l~~twe~n ~'ickCe Lake 5;i any€
Muss~lwhite C,SS
— New duaC filer Eelecammunica~ion Einlcs will be rec~uir~+~ k~etwe~n f fi ckle Lake SS cin~i
~c~e~ake~y ~~.
— t'J~w dual tel~coi7imunica~iai~ links {lvlai~7 cincl Alt.) will ~~~ r~c~vire~l l3~fween Scigatc~y SS
c:nd C)ryden T5
— New dual telecom~nunicati~i7 links ~lvleiir~ anc~ Alt.j will hie req~irec~ k>eivrFen `~c~yafra'y SS
c~iTc! fvtackenz€~ ~S
— Moclificatioils ire tiie existing Eelepratertion .~yster77s ~~r installations <1~ rzew~ teieprate+:ti~.rn
systen7s cat Ht~~`dJ s#cations Uryc~pn Tti~ cti~cl Mcrcic~r~zia T~
— New telecc~m~u~~icatian liiz~s l~eMresn Se~c~c~tay SS a«d ac~~atc~y TS will be clekermin~d by
the pro~~aiient, while me+~t TSC' anti(ESO requireme~~t

2.4

Lc7i~tGEST ~~4ULT CLE,4RING TIME
— C)i~ C)2~~ the cad+~it€on cif S~~~y~~tay SS will €~cr~eise mc~x~n7um fa~lf cler.~ring ti~-n~s. ThP
maxii~nun~ tine wiN l:~e cat cz iiiii5 wh~a~ Sac~tatr_ry SS zone 1 r_c~i~nri s~+~ tiie fciult ~anr.! tha
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F~e~~~sior~ 1

othar line ends manly see the f~:sult frc,rn their z~7na 1 F7ratections. ~t Sad}atr~y :i~; the
F~rc+kecti~~~~s will than rNly ran transfer trip r~cFive.
c~ Fir Sat~ateiy S~ thr~ Tele~7rut«~etioyi will receive the trip ~3var assumed PLC : _ (h~SR
25ms ~- C1t~:B 5t~ms + TF' 33ms~ from C)r~~c~en nr Ntcackenzie T:y + (BTM f ms + EiKR
S~ms~ ak Su~utc~y S~ = T64ms. Thss is ran increasE of 33ms.
— TE~e changes r~r~ E1~ ~ttill result ire a decrease in mGximvm fault efecrrinc~ time ~~f 350ms
{4~Qms zckne ~ tirrae delay, rr~irius Sums C3C:G wt~itin~ tine). This is dui tc~ the existing
G{~R sche~-~e cl~arinc~ $i~aJa crf t17e liege instankc~r~er~usly and 125"l~ u~~c~i~ is fim~ delay of
4~Oms. Tha iiew sehern~ will ei~nplrsy a GC8 scheme with tele~far<ate~tit~i~ cl~u~7n~:ls whFcl~
will clecrec~se the fault clearing tine.
--- Tae fa~.~IP clec~rin~{ time at fhe lira la~:tween P~ckl~ Lake S~ c~r~c~ Jv~usselwl-~ite. CSS will be
89ms.
— Thy fault rlearii~~ Eiin~: on tyre li~ie E~etween Pocky Lakr~ 55 car~ci the Se~gc~tciy TS will k~e
t39~as.
— Tl~e fault clearit~~ time on tl~~ new 2'~ i km 230kV limes wiU depend on the ~rapc~nsnt's
cCesi~n.
TP7e. fallc~µ.~rng funcfior~~r1 spec:ifacafions listed bc~Faw c~r+~ c-~crtsicle thc~ sco}~e cf ~r~,i~ctior7 1n7~uct
Ass~ssme~nb t~~aP dents c~xcdvsiv~(y with ~rc~t~etion crud t~{e-protection. Nvweve~r, should fhrs L7~come a
pro~~t it will ~~e ae~elr~ssad c~ccorclitac~ tt~ tE'S!7 Mcrrk~F I~vPes i:~ tl~e fufurc~ in a PCT F'tannrnc~
~l~eeificatie~n (forrrr~r A~,p~r~drx EJ t~f ei Trcrr~srrrrssictirr Plcrnr~ing ~,~c~crf~c~aficn.
~?C:~ ,~ict~ion S~rvrces
- ~2~(c7y k~ur~as, ~:aC~I~., cr~~d 4Nir'ing
~cYAC~A
- Frawer S~.~Sterr~ Teleccm~~unicatic~rr (c~xctvclinc7 Tc~I~-~rotectinn)
Stc7trc~n tAN
- C."y~~r S~currFy
- F'~w~r ~yst~~aa r~~nifarin,~
Rev~nare Meterinc,~- 1E~frash~ucfcare
- Aurc~rcr V~r~n~rvL~rlily
- Fc~nciionca( ~j~ecificcrtion Cam~alicrnce
- Pr~7j+~e! Cyc~mj3letrc~n ~C~?t~virern~t~ts
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November 18, 2016

%7 King Street West
Suite 3000, PO Eiox 95
1"C~ Centre North l~ower~
~`orortto, UN M5K I G8
t: 416,864.97Q0 ~ f. 416.941.8852
foglers,com
Reply To:
Direct Dial:
E-mail:
Our File No.

Thomas Brett
416,941.8861
tbrett@foglers.eom
131167

VIA RESS, EMAIL ANA COURIER
Ontario Energy Board
27th Floor
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4P 1E4
.Attention:

Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary

Dear Ms. Walli:
Re: .

Sa~atay Transmission LP ("Sagatay")
Application for Leave to Construct Transmission Facilities
OEB File Nutmber: EB~-201.6-0017

These submissions are in xespanse to the Registrax's letter to Mr. Todd Anderson of Sammy
dated November 2, 2016 in which. the Registrar indicated that the Ontario Energy Board (the
"Board") intends to dismiss the Sagatay Application referenced therein.
Our client, Sagatay, urges the Board not to dismiss the Sagatay Application at this time. It is
Sagatay's view that such a decision would be premature, unfair, and contxary to the Board's
statutory mandate to promote economic efficiency and cost effectiveness in the generation
transmission distribution and demand managennent for electricity set out in Section l.(1)2 of the
Ontario Energy Board Act (the "Act"}. It would conflict with the Board's objective stated above
in that it would eliminate a demonstrated competitive market for the opportunity to construct the
Pickle Lalce line rather than allow that market to function, as was the case in the successful ~astWest Tie Proceeding. In that proceeding, the Board already has aai established precedent to
designate a transmitter to develop a line in a competitive environment. In addition, Sagatay
received a ~Iransmission Licence from the Board on February 2S, 2016 (EB-2016-001b). T11e
Licence is 'fox a period of five years. Moreover, pursuant to section. 18.01 of the Board's Rules of
Practice and Procedure, the Board may propose to dismiss a proceeding without a hearing only if
the proceeding is vexatious, or related to a matter outside the Board's jurisdiction or some
statutory requirement for launching the proceeding has not been met. Sagatay's Application does

"~(~~~~+~" p
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~t~ ~~~~
not fall into any of these three categories. Sagatay, therefore, requests a hearing on the proposed
dismissal.
Your• letter mentions that Sagatay's Applicatiai~ remains incomplete as of the letter's date. You
had advised.Sa~;atay earlier in a letter dated February 18, 2016 (see Attachment 1 for the Board's
February 18t~' letter) that its Application was being held in abeyance pending the ding of certain
studies, specifically, the System Impact Assessment ("SIA") and the Customer Impact
Assessment ("CIA") which were to be completed by the IESO and HONI, respectively, and
provided to Sagatay and the $oard. You stated in that letter that "the reports were expected to be
filed by February 2016, however the OEB understands that the reports are expected to be filed in
April or• May of 2016".
Unfortunately, the I~SC? did not provide the SIA in a timely fashion. Sagatay received the SIA—
Final Report dated June 28, 2016, a copy of which is attached as Attachment 2. We have not yet
received a copy ofthe Customer Impact Assessment Report from HONI.
Your letter of November 2, 2416 stated that Section 97.1(1) of the Act precludes the Board from
granting Leave to Construct a transmission line to a person if a licence issued under Part 5 of the
Act held by another person includes an obligation to develop construct, expand or reinforce the
line or make the interconnection that is the subject of that person's application, and that Section
9'7.1(2) extends the prohibition to an application for Leave to Construct filed prior• to Sectio~~
97.1(1) coming i~~to force. However, in our client's view, Sagatay's proposed transmission line is
nat the line which Wataynikaneyap Power is obliged to develop and construct pursuant to its
amended licence.
Your letter then stated that since, the transmission line in Sagatay's proposal was "functionally
equivalent" to the transmission line to Pickle sake proposed by Wataynikaneyap Power, the
above sections of the Act preclude the Board from granting Leave to Construct to Sagatay's
proposed transmission line.
In olu client's view, Sagatay's proposed line is not "functionally equivalent" to the
Wataynikaneyap Power's line in several respects. In assessing whether one line is functionally
equivalent to another, it is not enough to say that both lines will transmit power from the portion
of circuit D26A between Dryden and Tgnace to Pickle Lake: Attention must also be paid, inter
olio, to the constructability of the two lines, the two lines' environmental impacts, their
respective costs, and their impact on First Nations' lands and rights in the area between circuit
D26A and Pickle Lake, as well as First Nations led land use palnning efforts under the Far North
Act.
The starting point for the Sagatay transmission line is at Ignace Station, which is 80 kilometres
southeast from Dryden and results in a very different route. The Sa~atay route is superior to the
As noted in the Sagatay
route selected by Wataynikaneyap Povver for several reasons,
Application, Sagatay's route is the only route that minimizes disturbance to the endangered
Woodland Caribou I-~erd as evidenced by two independent studies conducted by the CPAWS.

fogler
~"~
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Wildlands League, and the [Jniversity of Guelph Integrative Biology Department, both of which
are included in the Sagatay Application at Exhibits 29 and 30.
Sagatay's proposed Pickle Lake Line will follow Highway S99 from Ignace to Pickle Lake,
immediately adjacent to existing right of way, which will reduce the cost and environmental
impacts of the construction, maintenance, and repair ofthe line.
except for Sagatay's proposed line, the Mishkeegogamang First Nation will oppose a new
transmission line south of Pickle Lake which traverses their traditional territory; and will enforce
their rights as they deem necessary. Moreover, the Mishkeegogamang First Nation are more
likely to support Wataynikaneyap Power's proposed north of Pickle Lake line which also
traverses their territory, as shown in Exhibit 7 of the Sagatay Application if the province of
Ontario supports the Sagatay proposal. Wataynikaneyap Power's proposed route is inconsistent
with the objectives of Taa. Shi Key Wia Land Use Planning Area, set out in Exhibit 7 to the
Sagatay Application, established pursuant to the Ontario's Far North Act. As you are aware, the
Mishkeegogamang first Nation and the Ojibway Natian of Sauge~n together hold a 50% interest
in the Sagatay project. Unlike the First Nations' partners in Wataynikaneyap Power, these two
Tirst Nations' reserve lands and territories are located in the region to be traversed by the Pickle
Lake line. Sagatay's proposed Pickle Lake Line will be partly owned by the very First Nations
whose territory is utilized.
More generally, a decision to dismiss Sagatay's Application at this tinge is premature. The
process to develop, finance and construct t11e two transmission lines is at a very early stake with
many steps required to reach successful completion. Sagatay is not aware of any compelling
reason why its Application should be dismissed at this early date.
Moreover, dismissal of Sagatay's Application at this time would compromise conunercial
discussions that it is currently having with Wataynikaneyap Power with respect to the two
proposed lines. in this connection, we note that the Ontario government's statement, at page 84
in its 2016 Budget:
"The government considers reducing diesel use in the 25 remote First Nation.
commun%ties zn northwestern Ontario an important social, econo~2ic and environmental
priority, The 2013 LTEP highlighted a strong economic case for connecting up to 21
First Nation communities, currently supplied by diesel generation, to Ontario's electricity
grid. The Province encourages all interested transmission line pNoponents to wog°k
collaboratively in theiN efforts to connect remote corremunities in northwestern Ontario."
An early, unnecessary dismissal of our Application would also be unfair to Sagatay as it fully
intends to pursue the development and construction of the Pickle Lake line and dismissing its
Application before it has had full opportunity to make its case is not consistent wit11 the
principles of fairness and the Board's customary practices. Sagatay should have the opportunity
to continue to advance its Application to and including a public hearing.

'~(~~f~~~" x
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In addition, dismissal of Sagatay's Application at this tune would eliminate competition between
two large technically capable and well-financed entities, each with major ownership positions
held by First Nations to develop and construct the Pickle Lake line. Eliminating this competition
is not consistent with Section 1.(1)2 of the Board's objectives referred to above to encourage
effciency and cost effectiveness in the transmission of electricity.
The Board has issued an amended licence to Wataynikaneyap Power in EB-2016-0258, "further
to Ministerial directive" on September 1, 2016. Sagatay is of the view that issuing the
amendment to the licence is inconsistent with the Board's statutory objective as discussed above.
More particularly, Section 96.1(1) of the Act paovides that the Lieutenant Governor in Couzlsel
("LGIC") may make an Order declaring that the construction., expansion or reinforcement of 3n
electricity transmission line specified in the Order is a p~•iority project. In that case,. however, the
Board still retains the authority and the obligation under Section 92 of the Act to approve the
construction of that transmission line including its efficiency, cost effectiveness and relaCed
matters. The directive only deems the need for the line to be established.
Finally, we are of the view that section 28.6.1(1) does not authorize the Ministez• and/or tl~e
Lieutenant Governor in Council to issue a directive to the Board to amend Wataynikaneyap
Power's licence to require it to develop and construct the f~vo lines. We take this view for the
following reason. Section 96.1(1) of the Act states that;
"The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make an order declaring that the construction,
expansion ~r reinforcement of an electricity transmission line specz~ed in the oNder is
needed as a prioNity project."
Section 28.6.1(1) ofthe Act provides that:
"the Minister may issue and the Board shall irrtplement directives approved by the
.Lieutenant-Governor Council r~equir~ing the Board to take such steps as are specified in
the directive relating to the constNuction, expansion or reinforcement of transmission
systems".
Section 28.6.1(2) provides that subsections (2) and (3) of Section 28.6 apply with necessary
modifications in respect of directives issued pursuant to Section 28.6.1(1)(our emphasis),
However, Section 28.6(1) deals with a directive to transmission and distribution electric utilities
to connect renewable energy systems to their systems. Subsection 28.6(2) states that a directive
under (1) above may require the Board to amend a licence previously issued to the utility to take
the action specified in 28.6(1), Section 28.6(1) is consistent with the Board's statutory objective
in Section 1(1)5 of the Act to promote the use of renewable energy consistent with governnletlt
policy.
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However, the application of subsections(2) and (3) of section 28.6 to section 28.6.1(1) must not
result in the Board being required to take an action which would be inconsistent with its statutory
objectives, one of which is:
"2. To promote economic efficiency and cost effectiveness in the generation,
transmission, dzstributzan, sale and demand management ofelectricity and to ,facilitate
the maintenance ofa,financially viable electricity industry."
A carnpetitor from a two party competitive process to develop and construct the Pickle Lake
Line by directing the Board to dismiss the second party's application would be asking the hoard
to take an action contrary to one of its statutory objectives.
Exercising caution in the application of subsections 28.6(2) and (3) to section 28.6.1(1) is
justifed by the way in which the Act deals with the Minister's Directive powers. Section
28.1.6(1) is only one of several statutory provisions which authorize the Minister to issue
directives to the $oard, ethers include section 27(1), policy directives; section 27(2),
conservation directives; section 28(1), directives in relafion to market rules; section 28,2,
customer billing; section 28.3, smart metering; and section 28.5 smart grid directives. In each of
the sections, there are specific provisions which allow the Minister to direct the Board to ainenc~
a person's licence to assist with irnplementatioii of the subject matter of the directive. However,
section 28.6.1 does not contain such a provision. It does not give the Minister the power to
direct the Board to amend a person's licence to assist in the implementation of the directive. Tt
only states subsections (2) and (3) of section 28.6, the xenewable energy directive should be
applied with necessary modifications.
To summarize, the Board should, following the accepted principles of statutory interpretation,
interpret the Act in a manner that enhances the consistency of ats provisions, not in a mamzer that
puts the Board in conflict with one ofits fundamental objectives.
If the goven~ment wishes to nominate a particular company for whatever reason to carry out a
particular transmission project in 'a situation where more than one applicant has applied to
develop and construct that project, the government, in our view, needs to legislate.
We trust that you found these comments helpful.
Yours respectfully,
rQGLER,RUBINOFF LLP
a►~
Thomas Brett
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October 25, 2016

Hon. Carolyn .Bennett.
Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs
House.of Gammons'
Ottawa, Qntario K1A OA6

gear Mon. Bennett,
As the Chefs of the (viishkeegagamang Eirst Nation and Qjibway Nation of 5augeen, we are contacting
you on behalf of our communities regarding the Northwestern Ontario Transmission- Line Project. We
commend the Canar~ian end pntario Ggv~r_nments liar their leadership and commitment to move 16
remote first Nation communities off of uareliabfe, expensive, dirty diesel fueled-generators and onto.
the province's clean, sustainable electricity grid.: Connecting our brothers and sisCers to a smarter
electricity grid will afipw fpr much needed sacf~i; health, economic and environmental benefits to their
communities.
A project of this s'►.ze has multiple factors to consider when designing, building and operating a
transmission network, particularly for remote Indigenous communities who live off the land. The Project
should ensure that it respects traditional Indigenous values and supports vital socio-economic progress
to all linpactied First Nations for decades tp came. We believe that is the government's intention, too.
1̀he selected transm. fitter, Wataynikaneyap Power, :plans to construcfi the southern portion of the
trar►smission line. This raises many concerns-far our corr~munities, as the: proposed routes go directly
through our traditional land. This will evidently disruptour ~nvirbnment and wild.(ife, especially if the
L7inawic to Pickle lake routing is selected, which would decimate the endangered. Woodland Caribou.
Under the Fpr Na~"th Act, a Cammunitp land Use Plan was developed in July 20.3 called the
Taashikaywiri which translates to "our places on the Earth and in nature's realm", it was created to
ensure sustainable development- of .our lands. The. Plan supports upgrading existing- infrastructure to
protect the current environment. The Terms of ReFerence were signed by the Minister of Natural
Resources fbr the Prcivinc~ of Ontario. T.h~ Pfan justifies several reasons why our communities are very
adamant Co have the-new southern transmission line an existing infrastructure an the lands adjacent to
Wighway 599: frarri Ignace to Pickle lake, This option is mare direct with accessibility by road. There is an
existing line already.which currently needs maintenance to support the load of qur awn communities, so
upgrading it to connectto the remote Northern communities rriakes sense,
~.

Aver the past year of your government's time in office, we have met with several Ministers, Deputy
Ministers, and their senior advisors in the federal and provincial governments. There have been several
meetings with key decision makers in the Prime Minister and Premier's Offices, We have been told that
bath governments undersCand our concerns far Watay's southern route options and the reasoning
behind our proposal. The Province went so far as to write. it in the 2016 Budget that all interested
transmission line proponents should work collaboratively in their efforts to connect remote
communities in northwestern Ontario.
That is why we have mgt with Watay Power on several occasions to discuss a commercial agreement
that would take everyone's piannin~ and economic priorities into consideration. Mast recently we have
presented Watay Power with a draft Impact Benefit:Agreement (IBA) For their review which commits to
First Nation majority control with euentua) 1Q0% First Nation ownership. These are shared priorities of
bath proponents.
In spite of our rriany efforCs to come together a.n this Project,. Watay appears to be set on a plan that will
negatively impact our traditional lands and wildlife, without acknowledging the requirement to obtain
agreement from our tvvo first Nation communities, including the requirement to negotiate an IBA. It is
felt by our` eommunitiies that Watay feels, emboldened since Ontario awarded Them as the sole
transmitter on July 29,2p16.This is making our negotiations very difficult,
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and Premier Kathi~en Wynne have gone to greet lengths Co work towartls
reConciling.the. governme.nt's relationship with. Indigenous peoples. We haue done our due diligence in
keeping governrrtent well-informed of any deveinpments with Watay. UVhen Ontario selected Watay to
be fihe sale transmitter forthe entire Project,they knew full well that we were in discussions with Watay
in order to attempt to reach reasonable accoinrriadatians through our proposed 1BA and avoid major
disruption's to our lands and wildlife. We feel that this untimely decision es inconsistent with the
Province's eammiCment to work with all First Natir~ns that are directly impacted by this Project.
As the Minister for Indigenous and Northern .Affairs, the Mishkeegogamang First Nation and Qjibway
Nation of Saugeen communities are calEMg an you for strong leadership and a continued commitment to
a renewed relationship with indigenous people and xhe Government of Canada.. Ultimately, this Project
hinges on a Federal .financial commitment, What we respectfully request of you is to ensure that the
voicesnf Indigenous Peoples are heard in Ottawa and that the. Government of Canada communicate in
writing to Wat~y that prior to any: funds flawing to them, the concerns of our two First Nation
communities be addeessed and our proposed IBA be negotiated to accommodate all impacted First
Nations. We have ye# to receive any formal communications outlining these assurances to be able to
confirm tills commitment. It would be a very positive sign of recognition of our rights, respect, cooperation, and partnership to receive this formally.

We would be pleased to discuss this in more detail with you when you have some availability. In the
meantime, we can be reached at our contact information below. We lank Forward to hearing from you
and thank you for your assistance:
Sincerely,

Chief C
~ Gr
Okay
Mish~ e~og~rn ng First M1dati
Tel; {S~l7y 9~R-2314
Fax:(,~Ct7} 926-2077
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